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GRAND CENTRAL
Sarcasm and a bit o’ education in column based 
format, including My War, High Fives and Big Egg

FOCUS: MUSIC
Coheed And Cambria close a chapter and turn the 
page, �007’s hottest bands look back over their year, 
Tuned A.D’s �008 hot list and more!

THE JURY
Tuned A.D’s definitice Top 10 albums of 2007. 

FOCUS: FASHION
The best upcoming trends for ’08 to replace all that 
open space in your closet.

What is Tuned A.D?

What’s the sketch? What’s the crack? What’s the dealio, daddy-o?

Just who the hell do we think we are?

Such questions might be racing through your mind as you sit
there, having arrived at TunedAD.com or on our MySpace page.
Or, perhaps not. Maybe your mind is numb from endless surfing, watching hours of videos on YouTube and stalking profiles, and you don’t 
even care what page you’ve landed on, as long as you don’t have to watch ‘� Girls � Cup’ ever, ever again.

Well, however you’ve ended up here, rest assured, you’ve come to
a good place. A place where music is cared for and about, by people that love music as much as you do; people who live and breathe the 
lifestyle that you lead; people who actually care about what music journalism is meant to be. This isn’t your regular, run of the mill, get-me-
some-free-CDs-and-a-guestlist-spot webzine; Tuned A.D.
is a lifestyle publication. It just happens to exist in the digital world.

Once upon a time, not so long ago, we were a print title distributed nationally around the UK to much positive response from readers, bands 
and industry-folk alike. Sadly, our brand was backed by an amateur publishing house (from now on known as those that we do not speak of), 
who were sadly burdened with a devastating lack of common sense and vision, and who managed to run themselves into the ground as we 
were on the verge of a breakthrough.

Their loss.

We were not about to let our months of hard work and belief in what we were doing go to waste, so we have set up this website. As we were 
in print, so we are online; Tuned A.D. is a music, lifestyle and fashion magazine with big ideas and bigger plans, striving to write sincerely, 
passionately and intelligently about good music and everything that comes with that. We hope you like it, and that soon enough we’ll all be 
friends here.

Enjoy.

Leander Gloversmith
Editor
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CHECK OUT OUR EDITORIAL BLOGS AT 
TUNEDMAG.BLOGSPOT.COM AND 
TUNEDFASHION.BLOGSPOT.COM 

WIN THIS
TO WIN EXCLUSIVE FOUR YEAR STRONG PRIZES 

CHECK OUT TUNEDMAG.BLOGSPOT.COM
TO WIN EXCLUSIVE FOUR YEAR STRONG 

PRIZES CHECK OUT TUNEDMAG.BLOGSPOT.COM

The metal world was shocked and deeply 
saddened last month by the tragic death 
of Witold ‘Vitek’ Kiełtyka, drummer of 
Polish death metal titans Decapitated. 

The band’s tour bus crashed into a 
truck en route to a show in Belarus on 
�9th October, injuring Vitek and vocalist 
Adrian ‘Covan’ Kowanek. Vitek and Covan 
were taken to hospital in Moscow, but 
Vitek sadly passed away from sustained 
head injuries on November �nd. 

Vitek was but �� years old, and was 
widely considered one of the finest, 

most creative and skilled drummers 
around. Tributes to Vitek have poured in 
from all over the international music com-
munity, mourning the loss of such a mu-
sical genius and true talent. His playing 
will be sorely missed, and our thoughts 
go to the band and their families.

Covan is currently recovering from his 
injuries at the time of going to press, and 
you can make donations to his and Vitek’s 
families via www.decapitatedband.net. 

Rest In Peace Vitek.
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Joan Jett – Bad Reputation
She loves rock and roll and despite being well into her �0’s, she 
is still touring! Hitting our shores with Aerosmith, Motorhead 
and Alice Cooper later this year, Joan Jett is still rocking with 
the best of them.

No Doubt – Just a Girl
Ska influenced rockers fronted by Japan-obsessed mentalist 
(now turned urban pop sex sells diva) Gwen Stefani. User 
friendly chick rock at its finest.

Bleeding Through – Love Lost In a Hail Of Gunfire
Metal pin up girl Marta brings her ethereal keyboard sounds 
to the Californian metalcore troupe. On the band’s ‘Wolves 
Amongst Sheep’ DVD she claims to shoot ghosts out of her 
keyboard! OK then!!!

Arch Enemy – We Will Rise
Angela Gossow shows the boys how it is done; her guttural 
screams elevated the band to new heights when she joined in 
�00�. Don’t ask her to crack a smile though.

The Donnas – Who Invited You
This American quartet have been penning chick rock tunes since 
they were having pillow fights in their underwear in each others 
bedrooms… Probably.

Kittie – Daughters Down
Despite more line up changes than this scribe changes her 
underwear, the Lander sisters remain undeterred in their 
musical mission, rocking their way around the world and flying 
the flag for all-girl metal bands. At least they aint Phantom Blue. 

The Runaways – Cherry Bomb
Put together by Kiss manager Kim Foley, The Runaways were 
the all-girl hard rock band. Featuring girl rock stalwarts Joan 
Jett, Lita Ford, Cherie Currie and Sandy West, they caused a 
storm in their 70’s heyday, parading around in corsets and hot 
pants - quite risqué back then, but basic My Chemical Romance 
fan attire now. 

Skunk Anansie – Selling Jesus
Lead singer Skin ticked the controversy boxes by being black, 
a chick and having an opinion. She openly rants in this song 
about politics and religion using her often-imitated, in-your-face 
style.

Walls Of Jericho – All Hail The Dead
Frontwoman Candace Kucsulain is the first lady of hardcore. 
Most singers could learn a thing or two from her energetic stage 
presence and visceral throat skills. 

Most Precious Blood – Your Picture Hung Itself
Axe slinger Rachel is the, erm, second lady of hardcore, being 
part of the first hardcore band to tour South Africa on the 
‘send us � plane tickets and we will be there’ tour. When not 
tearing up the road she can be found in the morgue performing 
autopsies. 

MEGA MIXMAS: TUNED’S GUIDE TO CREATING PERFECT COMPILATIONS!

KATIE TREDINNICK gets 
righteously empowered and 
tracks up  he ultimate Girl 
Rock mix!

Your favourite bands pick their desert island soundtracks…

Smashing Pumpkins – ‘Siamese Dream’
Matthew: “This record just invokes so much emotion in me, I feel 
everything when I hear it. I love it, it’s very powerful. It makes me feel 
dark, happy, sad – a bit of everything, it’s wonderful.”

Bob Marley – ‘Legend’
Matthew: “This record always makes me happy; it makes me feel like 
dancing. It embodies all of his very finest works.”

Glen Miller – ‘Greatest Hits’
Matthew: “Just for a different vibe. We talk lots about jazz and what’s 
appealing about it - a lot of music is really straight and linear, whereas 
jazz just goes round in circles. It’s so cool.”

Cypress Hill – ‘Black Sunday’
Nathan: “It’s got a killer groove, B-Real’s voice is hilarious, and the 
songs are awesome.”

Beatles – ‘Anthology’
Nathan: “It’s fantastic music, and it has so much content. You never get 
bored of this.”

Beastie Boys – ‘Check Your Head’
Nathan: “One of my favourite albums of all time. It’s got such a great, 
fun party vibe and at the same time it stands up musically. It’s really 
extraordinary.”

Smashing Pumpkins – ‘Melon Collie And The Infinite Sadness’
Nathan: It’s my personal favourite, and it’s a double record! It’s by far 
the best Pumpkins record in my opinion.”

- Madina Lake’s debut album, ‘From Them Through Us to You’, is out 
now via Roadrunner Records

ARE YOU F’IN SERIOUS?!  A ROCK MAG 
RECOMMENDING COUNTRY?!
This guy is more bad-ass than those pussies Tommy Lee, Keith 
Richards and Axl Rose combined.  Hello?  Before he died in 
�00� he covered that Nine Inch Nails song, remember?!  And 
‘I shot a man in Reno / just to watch him die’ has got to be one 
of the most unapologetic, punk rock lyrics of all time.  Cash 
was no country bumpkin simpleton hick, he took the American 
folk he was raised on in America’s south and layered it with 
some truly downtrodden and depressing storytelling.  In �99�, 
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame decided because of this they 
couldn’t ignore the Arkansas native and he was inducted.  The 
man’s got nine Country Music Awards, an MTV award and 
sixteen friggin’ Grammys.

THE OUTLAW RACONTEUR
Despite his drug addictions, flippant remarks and oftentimes 
deplorable social behaviour, Cash was only ever booked for 
misdemeanours (seven in total) and never spent any hardtime 
in the slammer.  However, this didn’t keep him away from 
the bighouse; in the late �9�0s he held a series of concerts 
at U.S. correctional facilities and recorded two of the most 
interesting live concept albums of all time: At Folsom Prison 
and At San Quentin which are littered with jeers and chants 
from inmates, loudspeaker messages from the guards, cursing, 
and conversational storytelling from the coarse-voiced Man in 
Black. 

THE MAN IN BLACK?
Yeah, if you’ve ever seen that biopic with Joaquin Phoenix 
you’ll know the man lead a pretty troubled life, plagued by 
cocaine and heroin addiction and in the later years double-
bypass heart surgery and the condition that put him in a 
wheelchair and eventually killed him.  But he actually got the 
name because he was quite a fashionista, while all his country 
counterparts chose to deck themselves out in the redneck’s 
version of bling i.e. lots of leather, tassels and rhinestones, 
Cash opted for classic black.  

In the �990s with the respect of artists in the rock, metal and 
even rap game, Cash began his comeback, performing at 
Glastonbury and working with mega rock producer Rick Rubin 
on his ‘American’ recording series, his darkest and most 
introspective works sung and performed by a formerly tough-
as-nails legend who had become tired and was at the end of 
his rope.

TUNED’s indispensable guide to 

broadening your musical horizons

WORDS: MEREDITH GARDNER

 ‘Folsom Prison Blues (Live)’ off At Folsom Prison

‘Ring of Fire’ off Ring of Fire: The Best of Johnny 

Cash ‘I Walk the Line’ off I Walk The Line

‘God’s Gonna Cut You Down’ off American V: 

A Hundred Highways

‘A Boy Named Sue (Live) off At San Quentin

‘Hurt’ off American IV – The Man Comes Around

THE MY WIFE LEFT ME, MY DOG 

DIED AND I WANNA POP A CAP 

IN SOMEONE’S PLAYLIST 

THIS MONTH: 

JOHNNY CASH

GRAND CENTRAL GRAND CENTRAL

Tuned’s resident Yank gives monthly tips on how to 
get yourself, like, awesomely Americanized dude!

As I type this I’m home for the holidays. Remember, everything 
in America has to be politically correct, so I can’t say ‘Christmas’. 
Earlier, in the car with my mother she started griping about the 
cost of gas. “$3.42 a gallon!  It cost me $50 to fill my tank!  People 
are going to spend a lot less money on presents this year.”  (In 
case you don’t know, the all-mighty US dollar is pretty weaksauce 
at the moment; a buck is just about �0p). Now, after spending a 
deal of time in the UK, where your petrol runs at something like 
£8 a litre, I, and most Brits would consider this a bargain.

Everyone always tells me how amazed they are about the mon-
strous size of our vehicles, it’s really no wonder.  We’re wasteful 
and we love a ‘bargain’. After all, we’re a culture built around 
the convenience and cheapness of Wal-Mart and McDonald’s. 
As I watched the cars pass I noticed how one out of every three 
vehicles was an SUV, truck or van.  And even the sizes of our 
normal ‘economy’-sized cars are still a few fatkids bigger than the 
average British people mover.  Why is this? Because our fuel has 
been so cheap.

Or is it something else?  As I mentioned before, we as a country 
love loading up on our Maccy D’s and filling our shopping carts 
with ‘Super Jumbo’ bags of greasy junk food and ‘Mega Gulp’ 
eight litre bottles of soda. Wal-Mart even has a cousin called 
‘Sam’s’ which sells everything that Wal-Mart sells, except in bulk 
proportions. It was originally developed for small businesses like 
restaurants and convenience shops, but the traditional US family, 
with their 2.3 children, is now the main consumer. You can buy 
blocks of cheese the size of your head, gallon bottles of ketchup, 
and, I’m not joking, tins of tuna that weigh at least a stone.  And 
we LOVE it.

Do we like out big cars?  Unfortunately, yes.  But do we need 
them?  Well…have you ever tried pushing an orange through a 
toilet roll tube?
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Every month our regular light averse interweb troll Paul Carr 
adventures through the nether reaches of the ghastly sub-
Facebook nightmare that is Myspace like some modern day 
Indiana Jones. This month he investigates a top ten of random 
Christmas related shite. 

�. JESUS AKA THE LAMB OF GOD
www.myspace.com/mark��_� 

A very much expected victory this month for the man 
that, some would argue, pretty much invented Christmas 
in its modern form.  Jesus doesn’t have to try too hard to 
harvest friends on Myspace.  Perhaps uniquely amongst 
users of Myspace if you’re not his friend you’ll spend 
eternity burning in a pool of fire with a fork stuck up your 
arse, now that’s what we call powerful incentive.

Friends: 9��90

�. SANTA CLAUS 
http://www.myspace.com/mrclaus

It’s an oh-so-close second for everyone’s favourite Nu 
Metal punch bags, Papa Roach. Papa Roach are renowned 
for their lead singer’s frequent changes of name and 
erratic, head stapling behaviour. Over the years he’s 
been John Doe, Jonny Vodka, Coby Dick and Dakota Gold 
before finally settling on the preposterous, and unlikely, 
name of Jacoby Shaddix. Interesting fact, so called 
Jacoby’s real name is Simon Jones and he used to work 
in the Croydon branch of Woolworths.

Friends: ��008

�. FROSTY THE SNOWMAN
http://www.myspace.com/frostysnowman

Never a big hit in Britain, Frosty’s friends come mainly 
from the icy realms of the mysterious “United States 
of America”.  Over there, Frosty is worshiped as a kind 
of demigod and people offer up sacrifices to effigies 
of his terrible form on Christmas morn.  In �978 Frosty 
demanded the sacrifice of Boxing Day, so they don’t have 
that anymore and can’t get too drunk on Christmas day 
cos they all have work in the morning, shame.

Friends: ����

�. MORECAMBE AND WISE
http://www.myspace.com/morecambeandwise

Morecambe and Wise are as representative of Christmas 
as turkey, drizzle and arguments. Like some sort of 
ancient Reeves and Mortimer look-alikes they dominated 
the TV schedules over the yuletide period for much of the 
70s and 80s.  As they are both very much dead, they don’t 
get as much time as they would like these days to go 
online, which is a shame as a whole generation of people 
are missing out on their fabulously mundane version of 
light entertainment.

Friends: ����

�. CHRISTMAS EVE
http://www.myspace.com/christmaseve�

We would have thought Christmas Eve would have 
ranked more highly than this.  Traditionally the most 
drunken of the twelve days of Xmas, Christmas Eve now 
has merely �89 friends, only half the amount it had last 
year.   Theories as to why this should be are numerous 
but many believe it to be Christmas Eve’s disastrous 
appearance on Celebrity Big Brother this year where 
it appeared to use a vicious racist slur against another 
housemate.  Never a good publicity move. 

Friends: �89

6.CRANBERRY SAUCE
http://www.myspace.com/delicious_cranberry_sauce

Ahh, Cranberry sauce.  This American intruder has been 
rudely pushing its way onto British plates for some 
years now.  Time was when the thought of putting jam 
on meat would have turned the stomach of any self 
respecting British gentleman.  These days it’s all we 
can do to stop people putting Nutella on their Xmas 
parsnips! Whatever next?

Friends: �7�

7. STUFFING
http://www.myspace.com/stuffed_in_a_bird 

Where would Turkey be without a bit of stuffing? We’ll 
tell you where, nowhere.  Stuffing has become more 
and more popular over the years with greater numbers 
of people buying ever increasing quantities of the bread 
or sausage meat based foodstuff to shove up their 
turkey’s egg hole.  Yum.

Friends: ��0

8. CLIFF RICHARD
http://www.myspace.com/cliffrichard�0

It’s a surprisingly low placing for leather necked, wired 
for sound, definitely not gay pop icon, Sir Cliff Richards.  
Sir Cliff has been propping up the Xmas pop charts 
since his first tip top, top of the pops hit back in 1936.  
Unfortunately the longer that he goes on, the more of 
his fans perish. Hence his low placing with a mere ��� 
friends.  Cliff isn’t too worried though in these times of 
falling music sales ��� is more than enough to propel 
his new Christmas single, I love Jesus (but not in that 
way) straight to the top of the hit parade once more.

Friends: ���

9. SPROUTS
http://www.myspace.com/sprouts�

It’s hardly a surprise that sprouts rank so poorly in our 
festive chart.  Sprouts are despised the world over.  
Insipidly pallid green, slimy and stinking of the worst 
kind of farts, sprouts are the vegetable equivalent 
of the town pedophile, shunned by all decent and 
self respecting folk.  Interesting sprout fact:  Like 
Tintin, Hercule Poirot and www.famousbelgians.net/
lucvandevelde.htm Luc Vandevelde, Chairman of Marks 
and Spencer, Sprouts are originally from Belgium!

Friends: �

�0. EBENEzER SCROOGE
http://www.myspace.com/bah__humbug

Bringing up the rear on this month’s tinsel draped chart 
is, unsurprisingly, miserly old twat, Ebenezer Scrooge.  
Even after realizing the error of his ways all those years 
ago, and getting all kind and friendly, Ebenezer has 
still only managed to attract one solitary friend to his 
Myspace account.  It seems that it will take more than 
the biggest goose in the butcher’s window to bribe the 
good people of old London town in to forgiving and 
forgetting, Mr Scrooge.  Next time try money, goose is a 
bit too fatty for most peoples taste.

Friends: 0

�. Happy Film

Amongst all the poop ice cream, happy slapping 
chavs and other idiocy YouTube sometimes 
throws up, pleasant little moments of calm such 
as this charming film from some Canadian film 
student.  Watch it and think of more innocent 
times, then go and film your gran watching ‘2 girls 
� cup’, again.

Keywords: Happy Vancouver Film School
URL: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fccrd8cMKNA

�. Wingsuit Lunatics

Watch in awe as these bat winged lunatics skate 
the finest of lines between brave and insane.  
Next month, the next big thing in thrill seeking: 
stabbing yourself in the eyes and ears with knives 
whilst repeatedly punching a tiger in the ring 
piece.

Keywords: Wingsuit Mountain Swoop 
URL: www.youtube.com/watch?v=kt�9�UuRMyg

�. “I can’t believe you’ve 
done this!”

Once in a blue moon a clip appears online that 
is so sublimely brilliant that it defies description.  
We just can’t put our fingers on what makes this 
clip so damn amusing, but if you want a vision of 
the future, imagine Tuned A.D laughing at a hand 
punching a human face, forever. Awesome.

Keywords: British Punch
URL: www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9swTdgw9F�

�. �00 Movies, �00 Quotes, 
�00 Numbers

Another pointless but brilliantly entertaining �0 
minutes, this time some bedroom dwelling dweeb 
has faultlessly cobbled together quotes of people 
saying the numbers �00 down to one.  Sounds 
interesting? No, we didn’t think so either but it’s 
fantastically watchable.  See if you can guess what 
films are coming next.

Keywords: American Film Institute Montage 
Quotes
URL: www.youtube.com/watch?v=FExqG�LdWHU

�. The Most Amazing Dog!

Well, “most amazing dog” may be the headline, 
but we would say “freakiest thing you will ever 
see, period.” The dog in question is not really 
a dog at all; it’s more of a seal, or a living draft 
excluder.  We want it’s overly peppy owners to 
sew a jacket for it with little floppy arms, perhaps 
holding a pipe.  Actually that would be too much, 
anyway prepare to be dazzled. 

Keywords: Dog Amazing
URL: www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLXHvBFG-CI

Anyone with a computer, the Internet, time to kill and/or a day job will 
already be well aware of the glory that is YouTube.com; the user friendly 
net hub brimming with millions of clips, trailers, and toe curling home 
videos. Tuned’s resident hermit crab Paul Carr provides a monthly guide 
to the essential vids you should be streaming… 

�. Seize the Day

Many people would be shocked to learn that 
hairy, camp “comedian” Robin Williams was 
actually quite good once.  Here he is in the clip 
that inspired a million sensitive teenagers to start 
writing poetry and decide to do something with 
their lives, for about an hour. Seize the day Tuned 
A.D readers, make your lives extraordinary!

Keywords: Seize the Day Dead Poets
URL:www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ppqb0t_B0KY

7. Gregorius - NMKY

Laughing at foreign cultures different from your 
own is not always a prurient thing to do, it may 
be misconstrued as racism.  On the other hand, 
if the great people of Finland are going to let 
footage like this loose from their vaults, what the 
hell do they expect?  Everything about this cover 
of YMCA by Gregorius is comedy perfection; 
especially the socks.

Keywords: Gregorius NMKY
URL: www.youtube.com/watch?v=lCgrG��-�js

8. Gali the Alligator

Like an episode of Sesame Street directed by 
Quentin Tarantino, Gali the Alligator is children’s 
programming for a modern generation of tots 
raised on Manhunt, GTA and the happy slapping 
of helpless pensioners. Watch as this “puppet 
decimator” chomps and crushes his way through 
his woodland home.   If only it were a real 
program.  Unfortunately it’s only an advert for 
The Crime Channel, whatever that is.

Keywords: Kids Gali Alligator
URL: www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpEWBPlUM0A

9. Kent “Toast” French
 

Meet Kent French. Kent has a secret talent, a 
talent that is extraordinarily pointless.  Yes, you 
guessed it; Kent is the fastest hand clapper in 
the world.  Don’t believe us? Look it up haters 
cos it’s been verified by none other than Norris 
Mcwhirter’s own Guinness Book of Records.  
Watch in awe as the unjustifiably self satisfied 
French shows us his moves in a blur of fingers 
and wrists. 

Keywords: Kent French Toast Clapping
URL: www.youtube.com/watch?v=PNXElmEUIJo

...................................................... ....................................................

...................................................... ....................................................

...................................................... ....................................................

...................................................... ....................................................

...................................................... ....................................................

...................................................... ....................................................

GRAND CENTRAL GRAND CENTRAL
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Tuned staff’s monthly Top � charts

WORDS: STEVE FLETCHER

�. I MOTHER EARTH - ‘DIG’ (CAPITOL, �99�)
A glaring injustice in the history of alternative music is that this absolute gem of an album has not received one iota 
of media attention outside its native Canada for nearly �� years.  Created by a band that if channelled and promoted 
in the right way would and should have been embraced with open arms by a totally unsuspecting audience.  Instead 
this release went criminally unnoticed and remains to this day hidden from view without any recognition of its 
brilliance; well no more!!  It’s a mind boggling collection of hard rock grooves, psychedelic jams and blues infused 
progression that completely blew me away on first listen, so if you like your rock compelling and cool with an 
alternative intricacy that is rich, dark and utterly inspired, then I urge you to track this down.  From the opening salvo 
of ‘Levitate’ to the magnificent ‘So Gently We Go’ and ‘Lost My America,’ Edwin’s sonic vocal is glaringly distinctive 
and oozes class.  The fluidity is seamless with each track underpinned by rumbling bass lines, interwoven with 
Latin style percussion which following Jag Tanna’s startling guitar work on ‘No-One’, guides you towards the bleak 
menace of ‘Undone’ and the quiet closing mastery of ‘The Universe In You’.  For me the I Mother Earth collective was 
a fantastically artistic four-piece and ‘Dig’ is an unquestionably awesome record in its entirety; so without doubt, it’s 
top of my pile by a country mile.

Life was never easy for Faith No More, San Francisco’s mad, weird and inspired quartet; more often than not it 
teetered on the edge of plain lunacy - always intriguing, endlessly entertaining and above all, hugely influential. 

Steve Fletcher fools around with their back catalogue to find out just how they remained intact for nearly 16 years.

What? WE CARE A LOT
When? �98�
What’s the crack?  Formed from the ashes of Mike Morris’ Faith No Man in �98�, Californian experimental rock alternatives Faith No More began their eccentric �� year 
existence by ditching Morris ‘The Man’ and scouring the earth for a new focal point; the ideal representative for a funk metal hybrid desperate to cut its teeth, bursting 
with endeavour and fiery personalities.  Indeed, guitarists and vocalists pretending to be the answer would come and go, including a six month stint for Courtney 
Love, before keyboardist Roddy Bottum, bassist Bill Gould and drummer Mike “Puffy” Bordin settled on the big, sick and ugly Jim Martin to apply the licks and Chuck 
Mosely’s ‘love it or hate it’ vocal to lead the line.  Despite what was described as a developing ‘pathological hatred’ for one another thereafter, the unit had a mutual 
taste for music and a drive to play out their personal endeavours through whatever means necessary.  Their debut album was as a raw, grimey mix of basic beats 
and kaleidoscopic undercurrents that looked schizophrenic on paper, but actually, in the cold light of day sounded gloriously laidback, blatantly bitter and twisted; its 
title track setting the tone as an immediate satire of charity related rock efforts such as Live Aid.  Its any wonder they stuck together with relationships as fractured as 
broken glass, but thank god they did, because such unorthodox originality was very much a sign of things to come. 

What? INTRODUCE YOURSELF
When? �987
What’s the crack? Now signed to London, Chuck and co began to stoke their fire with some early seminal works and a reprise of their debut albums title track.  Their 
signature sound intact and lurking behind Roddy Bottum’s carefully nuanced keyboards, this release would mark the beginning of an ongoing debate more than 
anything, upon the departure of Mosely and his punk-ass attitude in �988, making way for the arrival of his erstwhile replacement Mike Patton; who vocally truly 
represents the FNM moniker?  It’s better left to public opinion because there were some instant punk hooks on show here that have been too long, lost beneath 
the legacy of Patton’s post ’88 outfit.  The spirited ‘Anne’s Song’ and the crisp, twisted harmonies of ‘Chinese Arithmetic’ and ‘Crab Song’ smother like a fog, while 
the instrumental dramatics of closer ‘Spirit’ are bold and majestically bohemian.  Awash with sleazy innuendos ‘Introduce…’ was a funky, rhythm driven affair that 
was built on the foundations of ‘We Care A lot’, adding four walls and a roof to a distinctly stylish punk rock blueprint.  A successful endeavor all in all and one that 
ultimately provided the glue that would keep this unpredictable and hazardous band moving in a common and chaotic direction. 

What? THE REAL THING
When? �989
What’s the crack? Shortly after Mike Patton had quit his storm-in-a-pint-glass band Mr. Bungle and replaced Mosely at the helm in FNM, he had written the lyrics to all 
the songs that would make up this Grammy award nominated, spikey and twisted funk-metal carpet ride, within two weeks.  Unlike Mosely, Patton was a true vocal 
talent, bearing a versatility that would shine on this third release, proving his ability to adapt to any of the multi-stylistic changes his band could throw at him.  So 
it came to light, ‘The Real Thing’ was born and its ferocious, eclectic class proved yet again that this five-piece had no problem with inhibitions.  Almost overnight 
it became their privilege to take risks while retaining that sense of reckless adolescence; they reached an early peak here and broke into the mainstream with total 
conviction, testing just how far they could mix and match their warring elements and almost goading the listener at every turn.  It worked to stunning effect; from 
the all conquering rap-metal stomp of ‘Epic’ to the exceptional suss of ‘From Out of Nowhere’ and ‘Falling to Pieces’, they were resolutely as much to do with Puffy’s 
tribal poundings and Gould’s slabs of bass-thing as they were to do Patton’s unique vocal talent.  It’s easy to forget that this was released at around the same time 
that the likes of Poison and Motley Crue were applying the lip gloss and thrash outifts Anthrax and Metallica were feathering their perms; it immediately opened the 
alt-rock flood gates through a mature and complex set of values, epitomized perfectly on the bone crunching ‘Zombie Eaters’ and ‘Surprise! You’re Dead’, through the 
poignancy of ‘Underwater Love’ and ‘The Morning After’.  FNM became of serious interest to all genres with this release and moreover, it still passes the test of time 
with flying colours.  

What? ANGEL DUST
When? �99�
What’s the crack? In �99� they released a live rendition of a mixed performance at the Brixton Academy; compiled with little thought for continuity it was for die hard 
fans only, but after the success of ‘TRT’ you’d have forgiven FNM for being tempted into consolidation and to play it safe on this highly anticipated follow up.  Instead 
these malcontents went one better, cranking the character up a notch and producing a beautifully sick and twisted prog-rock monster that was just as surprising and 
entertaining as its predecessor.  The newly acquired following of funk metal-heads would be astonished by the realms of sonic territory explored, going beyond the 
definition of ‘hard rock’ and into something that was almost impossible to classify.  On first listen it crawled into your brain, searching for the nerve endings that 
would have you stomping around like an overly aggressive cave man.  Through multiple spins it found just the right receptors to make you sit down and bask in it’s 
over exuberant quality; from the fabulous and surprisingly catchy ‘Land of Sunshine’, to the flaming glory of ‘Caffeine’ and first single ‘Midlife Crisis’.  Where ‘TRT’ 
was rich in opportunism, ‘Angel Dust’ was as thick with bizarre textures and layers as a particularly well stocked carpet warehouse.  There was an even stronger sense 
of experimentalism that confounded the critics, coupled with a facility to combine the most unlikely elements into mind bogglingly original concoctions.  Through the 
cheerleading charm of ‘Be Aggressive’ to the twisted death metal crossover ‘Malpractice’, they were showing up the rest of the scene to be plodding dinosaurs.  From 
the menacing and spine-cracking riffs on ‘Jizzlobber’ to the sleaze of ‘RV’, many hail this as their masterpiece and rightly so because you mention the three words that 
made up their moniker to bands like Deftones or Korn and you’ll be greeted with bows and chants of ‘we’re not worthy’.

What? KING FOR A DAY, FOOL FOR A LIFETIME
When? �99�
What’s the crack?  Following a lengthy tour in support of ‘Angel Dust’ guitarist Jim Martin was fired by fax in the summer of 1992, before work on a fifth album began.  
He was temporarily replaced by Mr. Bungle axeman Trey Spruance, before he left to be replaced by keyboard roadie Dean Menta.  With ‘KFAD, FFAL’ the moods 
shifted once again; varying vastly in styles and moving effortlessly between heavy and slow.  Though commercially less successful than ‘Angel Dust’ it did prove that 
FNM still had something of genuine interest to say.  As an entire body of work, ‘KFAD…’ wasn’t as elaborate as its predecessor and while transpiring to be less heavy, 
it still holds plenty of gut wrenching intensity; through the rousing and pacy opener ‘Get Out’, with no fuss or flab just an inimitable Patton bellow and some fiery 
guitar.  The keyboards, riffs and dense backing vocals mesh magnificently during ‘Ricochet’ before stepping down a few gears for the delicate croon of ‘Evidence’; 
Roddy Bottums entrancing tinkerings lapping across your earlobes.  While slow sales in the US would ultimately lead to the band cancelling a world tour four months 
shy of its conclusion, the record label would oddly respond by re-releasing ‘KFAD…’ in the form of 7” singles and a glut of b-sides – obviously an unlikely attempt to 
attract new fans – they should have flexed their marketing muscle months before to make the original release the hit it so richly deserved to be.  Having seemingly 
reached their zenith of insanity on ‘Star AD’ and ‘Cuckoo for Caca’, they quietly retreated into their straight jackets for the gloriously sedate title track and closer ‘Just a 
Man’, which showed just how they had been able to stretch out following Jim Martins departure.

What? ALBUM OF THE YEAR
When? �997
What’s the crack? With this their sixth and final studio LP, FNM allayed all concerns that their time had finally come to an end – albeit for just over a year.  Despite Bill 
Gould buggering off to Moscow, Patton stepping back behind Mr. Bungle’s mic, Bottum plonking away at the back of Indie rockers Imperial Teen and Bordin riding the 
adjustable drum stool of Ozzy Osbourne’s Crazy Train, they were back and their nostrils were flaring like a randy bull on a cold winter morning.  Yet again however, a 
new guitarist was on board; Jon Hudson had stepped up to the mantle to knock out some seriously apocalyptic and sulphurous riffage.  Where ‘KFAD…’ was abrasive 
and largely unfriendly, this tongue in cheek-ily titled album was a red faced return to the sonic power of ‘Angel Dust’.  It dredged up gigantic swathes of melody from 
the sort of netherworld other bands would never dream of looking into; immediately cutting to the core with an accuracy that most pretenders to their idiosyncratic 
crown, could ever hope to achieve.  From the slow building ‘Ashes to Ashes’ to the hulking bassline of ‘The Last Cup of Sorrow’, Ver More instantly switch 
personalities like an even madder Dr. Hyde.  Opener ‘Collision’ was balls-out sweet rock gusto, before an illegal blaring horn u-turn guides you into the ‘Midnight 
Cowboy’ days on ‘Stripsearch’.  It was actually received as the most consistently successful set they had conjured up since �989; memorable choruses exploding out 
of the walls, their sense of quirk firmly intact and unabated.  Patton’s restoration as a genius frontman was key to this records appeal and it was a stepladder slam-
dunk return to form.  In 1998 however rumours flared up out of nowhere that they were in fact going to call it a day.  Indeed, just as interest in their tours and this 
album picked up, they split; enabling each member to pursue individual projects unhindered.  So came the end of one of the most creatively energetic and influential 
bands of the 20th century.  Suffice to say, it’s been emotional.

GRAND CENTRAL GRAND CENTRAL

2
�. JANE’S ADDICTION - ‘RITUAL DE LO HABITUAL’ (WARNER BROS, 
�990)
I was introduced to Jane’s Addiction by my musically wiser (at the time) elder brother back when the alternative 
scene really seemed to be kicking off and I was still listening to Poison and Motley Crue.  They immediately made 
me realise that there was so much more to the alt-rock scene and while most will associate the single ‘Been Caught 
Stealing’ as Janes’ commercial peak, it represents a minute proportion of their overall appeal and general influence.  
This, their �rd album has to sit at number two for me because of its shimmering quality and breadth of ideas 
that were almost regal in comparison to their peers; wholly compelling, unique and a hundred times better than 
‘Nevermind’.  With the loony leadership of Perry Farrell and an inspired Dave Navarro bending out monolithic guitar 
licks that created an hallucinogenic album of art and soul, it contains probably the most monumental and best �� 
minutes of rock music ever written, easy.  Each track has its own starry atmosphere but ‘Three days’ is an astonishing 
multi phased search for understanding that was as heavy and unapologetic as anything I’d ever heard; musically and 
lyrically astounding it actually left me slack jawed and drooling by the time it reached its cranium crumbling finale.  
Jane’s really opened my eyes to the big picture and ‘Ritual…’ rendered everything else I was listening to at the time 
almost redundant; making it massively influential personally and still, undeniably iconic. 

3
�. SOUNDGARDEN - ‘SUPERUNKNOWN’ (A&M, �99�)
The first track I heard by Soundgarden was ‘Jesus Christ Pose’ and I remember thinking it was one of the most 
crushing, thunderous and searing tracks; head and shoulders above anything else ‘grunge’ at the time.  Shortly 
afterwards, ‘Superunknown’ landed in a ball of flames from space and I was instantly engrossed in its primal 
and psychedelic sentimentalities.  The back catalogue was then swiftly acquired and it became apparent that 
‘Superunknown’ was much more free flowing, broader reaching and immediate than its predecessors; something I 
imagined to be hammered out in double quick time, yet it would last for decades.  Despite his most recent ventures, I 
still maintain that Chris Cornell probably has the best voice in rock and alongside side project ‘Temple of the Dog’ and 
his solo debut ‘Euphoria Morning’, this release showcases that statement gloriously.  Every song is engulfed in a dark 
power and emotion, garnered by Kim Thayil’s extraordinary guitar work.  From the awesome title track to the curious 
insanity of ‘Spoonman’, the low slung ‘Fell on Black Days’, the bombastic ‘The Day I Tried to Live’ and of course 
‘Fourth of July’, which sounded like an updated Neil Young pushed through a sludgepacker and boasts possibly 
the deepest, most sinister of riffs ever created on planet rock.  It remains a pinnacle in my musical education that’s 
instantly and always engaging, forever challenging and never to be forgotten.

4
�. THE BEYOND - ‘CRAWL’ (HARVEST, �99�)
The early nineties were fantastically edgy years in terms of alternative rock and I began listening to The Beyond 
at about the same time as Jane’s Addiction; an extremely diverse metal band from Derby that mixed prog, thrash, 
jazz and alt-influences into something original, distinctive and utterly fantastic.  They were abstract expressionists 
and ‘Crawl’ was a sign of things to come because the follow up ‘Chasm’, is much darker and more focused than 
this debut, but ‘Crawl’ was the sound of a band repelling those who approached with their blinkers on, ever ready 
to slap on a convenient label; ultimately making bare faced comparison an insult.  What grabbed me the most was 
singer John Whitby who never resorted to the wracked screams or growls that often render metal so preposterously 
adolescent, instead he actually sings; his soulful tenor floating effortlessly over Andy Gatfords antagonistic and 
insanely sharp riffs.  Moreover, the drumming is out of this world and has to be heard to be believed; a restless jazzy 
clatter that makes Brann Dailor sound like a beginner.  No, honestly!!  ‘Crawl’ is staggeringly strange yet instantly 
memorable, so listening to it and indeed follow up ‘Chasm’ isn’t just an unparalleled pleasure, it’s an artistic duty. 

5
�. SATCHEL - ‘EDC’ (EPIC, �99�)
I can name another five albums at least that could sit comfortably in this personal ceremony, (Alice In Chains’ ‘Dirt’, 
‘Broken’ by Nine Inch Nails, ‘The Holy Bible’ by the Manics, Massive Attacks ‘Mezzanine’ or Pixies’ ‘Bossanova’ for 
example) but I’m gunna go for ‘EDC’ by Satchel at number �, purely for its cool originality and other worldliness that 
became instantly familiar on first listen.  Crafted by Pearl Jam guitarist Stone Gossard and ex-Pigeonhead vocalist 
Shawn Smith, it’s essentially groove music that combines rock, funk, jazz and incongruous snippets of dialogue 
from Reservoir Dogs.  It has more in common with Gossards other side project Brad than anything else but this 
albums true forte is in the spacey ballads, ethereal vocals and moon-age instrumentals; appearing both courageously 
vulnerable and transcendently mind-aching, particularly on the moody hair pullers ‘O’, ‘Built for It’ and ‘Willow’.  I 
played this to death and still do, long and loud, but listening to it made me breathe the air in a whole new way - it 
certainly didn’t make me want to punch it - but its subtlety, something that is a lost art in most rock music these days, 
communicated; and that’s difficult to ignore. 
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TUNED’s rant specialist PAUL CARR takes a monthly pop at whatever gets his 

goat. This month, virtual-society life replacement website MySpace.com takes a 

kick in the teeth…

“I’m Not in Your Extended Network”

As is life, so is MySpace: the greater your ability to sell yourself, the greater the reward.  So, the 

fibbers and the vain rise to the top, while the shy and the plain tread water at the bottom, looking over 

nervously at everyone else’s perceived success. There I was, thinking that the world was full of lonely 

ugly people quietly weeping in their bedrooms, but no. MySpace would have me believe that the 

world is full of vibrant, attractive young waifs with tattoos and nipple piercings; smiling whilst looking 

awkwardly upward through their impressively straight fringes.

And why is everybody setting their profiles to private these days? Is my company not good enough for 

you? And don’t pretend there’s anything interesting going on behind that grey screen, because I know 

there isn’t. It seems very strange to be a member of an international friend networking site, and not 

want to make any friends.  What this implies to me is: “I’m so dazzlingly popular and interesting that I 

need no more friends, not one. Well, certainly not any average, MySpace browsing friends. In fact My 

Space is so rubbish; I’m not even going to join in.” 

If you’re only using MySpace to talk to people you know in real life, go round their houses and close 

your account.  It’s better there, they serve beverages and everything.

I propose a trial of a real life version of MySpace. 

Step �: Let’s all put �0 pictures of ourselves in our windows that make us look sensitive and exciting, 

even though we suspect we’re probably not.  Then, we’ll write things that we like and don’t like on the 

front door. Mine would be “The Shawshank Redemption is just awesome!” and “I really like the poetry 

of Lord Byron”. Of course, make sure that you lie a bit here, as you don’t want to put anyone off.  

Step 2: Whenever anyone walks past your flat/house, play an infuriatingly trendy song that you think 

may lure interested, pretty scenesters to your door really loudly through the letter box - until they shout 

at you to turn it down.  If they happen to wander past again, make sure to play the same song at equal 

volume.  It’s bound to work the second time.  

Step 3: If all goes well soon people will start flocking to your door and writing interesting things like, 

“hope u have a good weekend” and “last weekend was awesome”  on your door, and it will be good.

Of course, the main reason I hate MySpace is that it makes me riddled with bitterness and envy.   Even 

though I know it’s all a lie, that the whole thing is a fantasy, I don’t care. It’s a club that won’t let me join 

and I want in on the action.  And before I know it it’s �am, I’m drunk, and no one wants to be my friend.

I know I’m not telling you anything you didn’t already know. You’ve all moved on to better and greater 

things now.  Ah, Facebook.  Did you know that it’s not a social networking site, oh no - it’s a “social 

utility”! 

MySpace is dead, long live MySpace

This column was edited with Nigel’s column editor, V�.0

GRAND CENTRAL

In my first column I touched on pseudo-Death Metal Drummers and “Cool” London 
Hang-out establishments, and my second column dealt with “Promoters”. By this time I 
felt I had established a reputation for myself, and where I was taking this column!

HOWEVER...

It turns out that you - the person I am �00% sure I am writing about when I vent my 
frustration - enjoys reading what I have to say! Hence, last month’s non-existent article! 
I hope that it pissed you off!... Like it pissed off my Editor! Why should I put lots of time 
and effort into something you fucktards can enjoy?

The honest truth is that I didn’t want to write an article again, and then I went away on 
a very extensive tour only to realise that my work wasn’t done! You’re clearly retarded, 
hence why I’m constantly so angry at the world.  I’m now going to explain why you’re 
retarded, then suggest ideas to overcoming this problem! Although I’m not saying I can 
perform miracles like stopping you wetting yourself, or giving you the confidence to 
approach and attempt to chat-up a girl you’re never going to be able to fuck. No, in this 
month’s article I’m going to touch on the ever important subject of purchasing band 
merchandise at a show!

Here goes...
 

Believe it or not, merchandise doesn’t set itself up at a venue when a band arrives to 
play a show! Rather, it is carefully and neatly placed by either a member of the band, 
or a merch guy/girl! Nine times out of ten everything is placed in a position where you 
can see the whole item! So why then would you shitcunts think it is ok to come in and 
pick up and item, or flip it over so you can see the back? Surely, you wouldn’t go into 
a pet shop and pick up all the rats, or flip a snake over to see if it has anything on its 
underside? Nor would you enter a guitar shop and pick up a vintage Les Paul and start 
playing!
Therefore, why the fuck do you come to a show and mess up a perfectly nice display?
Worse than that is, when 50% of you idiots have finished flipping and fiddling, you 
make no attempt to put anything back remotely how it was before you ruined it! I am 
going to punch every single one of you in the face in future! Boys and Girls - this is 
your warning!
 Directly related to this is when a member of the bands you like and you’ve come to see 
(or their merchandise guy/girl) have taken the time to make a beautiful sign informing 
you of what items are for shall, at what size and what price! What bemuses me then is 
when you point to a T-shirt clearly marked as £�0 and say “How much are the t-shirts?” 
I know you are dickheads, but surely you were taught to read. Even worse than this, 
you fucking morons will point at a sign labeled ‘No Smalls’ and ask “Can I get that in a 
small?” No you fucking can’t, you cock-monger! You can however, have me spit in your 
face and refuse to sell you any item of merch!

Do you honestly think I spent the time making signs for you not to bother reading 
them? Take five minutes out of jumping on whatever bandwagon is cool at the moment 
and read the fucking signs before you asked to purchase anything! And always assume 
nothing is printed on the back of that awesome t-shirt laid out in front of you on the 
table - If there was a back print I would have made it clear, by either writing a sign, or 
placing the same shirt upside down revealing the back! Keep your dirty fucking hands 
off, scumbag!
 

I honestly don’t understand why you always think every band you like are party-animal 
rockstars with more money than sense? Merchandise is pretty much the only way 
a band is able to make money to allow them to carry on touring, and producing art 
that you’re supposed to be drawn to because it touches you in places untouchable by 
anything else (or, in some cases, that you currently think is “cr00sh!” and you have to 
like because that closet case on Facebook pretends to like them!) 
Artists and bands get ripped off in every other financial area of the existence, so 
merchandise is an extremely helpful tool! Why then, do you think it is OK to bargain 
over the price of a T-shirt? What makes you so fucking special fuckface? If I am stupid 
enough to allow you to have a cheap shirt, then why shouldn’t I give everyone cheap 
shirts? Cunt!
 Knowing this, why the fuck would you ever attempt to steal merchandise from a band 
or artist you supposedly like? Sub-Human Scum! I’ve noticed this trend becoming more 
and more apparent too. Do you honestly think I’m not going to notice you walking off 
with a CD or t-shirt from the display I spent the whole afternoon setting up?
You’re more than welcome to steal from bands, but when anyone with any integrity, 
talent, and substance quits music for good, and you’re left listening to Bring Me The 
Horizon and Take That, you won’t be in a position to moan! I recently pinned a guy 
against the wall by his throat as he attempted to steal a T-shirt directly in front of me! 
When five of his friends then attempted to intimidate me whilst I sat at the merch stand, 
I told them that I’d knock them out in alphabetical order!
 

Socalise with the person selling merch! You may be surprised to know that they’re 
human too! Engage in a converstation! If they talk to you, it’d be nice for you to talk 
back to them - after all, they’ve sat in a the same spot for 90% of the evening having 
nothing to do, re-arranging the T-shirts you touched or telling you that no, they don’t 
have the blue t-shirt in a Youth Medium!
Oh and girls - for the record - not every merch guy is trying to chat you up and get 
in your knickers! You’re butters (that means ugly)! You look so much like my foot I 
thought I’d lost my shoe! Yes, we may have gone without sex for two weeks, but that 
doesn’t mean we want to fuck you, you hideous sea monster! We’re just chatting to 
you because we’re bored and fancy some company!
 

I’m on tour between now and March, and I hope that the moment this issue is released, 
I no longer have to suffer in silence!
 

Peace Out Ya Snake Bitches!

When his not waking up late, showering for three hours and 
making bands late for their own shows, Stanley Richard 

Somerville can be found going bald thanks to his relentless 
anger and hatred for the world. Join him as he unleashes his 

rage at all and, indeed, sundry. 

Dita Von Teese: Has this woman ever managed to make a 
fashion faux pas? She even looks classy when she’s naked.  

That takes skill after being married to Marilyn Manson.

Pay-as-much-as-you-want Albums: If things start to catch on 
thanks to Radiohead, soon you won’t have to pay £��.99 just 

to get sick pleasure from the latest Good Charlotte stinker.

Steve Jobs: Because there’s no new ‘Star Wars’ movie 
and there’s nothing like watching geeks queue in the frigid 

November temps for an item that will surely become 
‘obsolete’ two months from now when they release a new 

iPhone that’s half the size and with double the features.

Evangeline Lily: ‘Cos she’s hot.

The Nokia Theatre, Times Square:  “Did I just pay to 
be in a 2100 cap advert?”  Yes you did, sucker. Now 
haul your ass to that merch stand and buy a Nokia!

London: Are they or aren’t they closing the Astoria?  
And the Camden stables?  The future looks sad for 
music and shopping.

Tom DeLonge: Sorry, we’re not ‘feeling it’ anymore.  
You’re in your 30s.  Stop hangin’ with high schoolers 
in your music videos.

American Politics: We understand you want Bush 
out, but campaigning �+ years before the election?  
Chill out.

Baggy Black Skull T-shirts: Wow, you’re such a rebel, 
you look like every other ‘badass’ clown strutting 
around Camden.

Stanley Richard getting a lift from Architects. Photo by xSheepx
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In �00�, Coheed And Cambria found themselves two members down and in dark, existential times. One year later and the New 
York quartet are wholly back on track, with a consolidated line up, a fresh outlook and an awesome new album in ‘No World 
For Tomorrow’ – their most fun, upbeat work to date, ironically born from tragedy. However, with the album marking the end 
of the concept that has thus far defined the band, what paths can the future offer? Well, plenty, according to Claudio Sanchez 
and Michael Todd anyway. Leander Gloversmith sat down with the frontman and bassist to hear a tale of creative and personal 
metamorphosis…

FOCUS : MUSIC COHEED AND CAMBRIA

Into The Light
All photos by Alex Gregory
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THE PENNIE DROPPED

Claudio Sanchez and Michael Todd are chuckling with 
glee. The Coheed And Cambria duo, lynchpin and 
bassist respectively, are sat in a hotel bar in Islington, 
London, and Tuned has just highlighted that, in terms 
of getting session and replacement drummers, Coheed 
And Cambria have not exactly scraped the bottom of 
the barrel. “I know, right?” laughs Todd heartily. “Could 
you think of some luckier dudes?”
Not off the top of our heads mate, no. Following the 
departure of original sticksman Josh Eppard in �00�, 
Coheed were left in dire straits, relying on their drum 
tech to temporarily fill out their rhythm section. That 
is, until Chris Pennie came a’calling. “We did a small 
stretch of shows with The Dillinger Escape Plan in the 
US, and when that was over the band had gone through 
a series of changes,” remembers Sanchez. “Somehow 
management got in touch, I don’t really know exactly 
how, but it turned out that Chris was interested in 
playing with us; jamming if you will. We’d done our 
research, we were totally enthused and when we got 
together it just clicked.” 
Yeah, you’d hope it would click really; Pennie is 
widely considered one of the finest drummers of his 
generation and, indeed, of the alternative scene, his 
ability to switch seamlessly between intricate jazz 
infusions and furious, mathematical blastbeats well 
documented on First Gen-Dillinger work such as 
‘Calculating Infinity’ and ‘Under The Running Board’. 
To put it bluntly, Pennie is someone you want in your 
band. But, y’know, ‘God Giveth And He Taketh Away’ 
and all that, and due to some contractual hooplah with 
D.E.P’s label Relapse, Pennie was unable to actually 
record an album with his new bandmates. 
Time was of the essence for Coheed, as the band were 
ready to hit the studio with producer Nick Raskulinecz 
to lay down their fourth full length. By way of good 
fortune, Raskulinecz had previously worked with chart-
rock megaliths Foo Fighters on their ‘One By One’ 
platter, and Foo-man Taylor Hawkins was just a phone 
call away. Not exactly a bad Plan B. “There was no one 
else that could have made that session work,” agrees 
Todd with a fond smile. “We found out pretty close to 
Go-time that Chris couldn’t play on the record. Taylor’s 
personality was just perfect, and he’s just a wonderful 
soul. In six months I went from living in a halfway 
house with eight junkies to playing in a band with 
Taylor Hawkins.” 
“What you hear are pretty much Chris’ drum parts,” 
assures Sanchez. “It was a very interesting writing 
process because it was a new way. Traditionally we 
would demo our songs acoustically, as very stripped 
down versions, but this time I would record the songs 
on Pro Tools and send Chris the files. He would put 
drums to them and then send them back, so by the time 
we went into the studio we had pretty finished versions, 
a good idea of what we really wanted to do. We’ve 
never done it that way before, so it was pretty exciting. 
Taylor brought a little something to the table too and 
added a few chocolate sprinkles, but he mostly went off 
those demos.”  

TALES DON’T TELL THEMSELVES

So, with a super rock star standing in for a super 
musician, and Todd back in the fold following a 
troubled hiatus from the band’s ranks (check your local 
rock tabloid for detailed info), Coheed And Cambria 
set about recording ‘No World For Tomorrow’, the 
second volume of the ‘Good Apollo I’m Burning Star 
IV’ series and the concluding chapter in the complex 
concept that has shaped the band’s discography since 
their �00� debut (see sidebar). “It is the conclusion to 
‘The Amory Wars’ and the ‘Coheed And Cambria’ saga, 
but it’s very much influenced by real life and personal 
experiences that we’ve had as a band,” explains 
Sanchez. “It’s been that way for every record really, that 
we take our personal experiences and tie them in to 
these allegories, but I guess on this one it just shines a 
bit more. We tried to let the audience know that a little 
bit on ‘Good Apollo �’ - there were two parallel stories, 
one being from the writer’s perspective, the other being 
from the character’s perspective and hopefully people 
got that. On this album, we find our main character at 
a point where he realizes that his essence, his being, 
is really the end of the story – he is going to bring 
about the conclusion. He decides that he isn’t going to 
take the easy way out and he’s going to finish some 
of the things that he started to bring about that end. 
Essentially there is a real story behind the fiction.”

Ah yes, the real story. Though Sanchez and Todd are 
easy company and ready, articulate conversationalists, 
happy to touch upon the things and events that 
influence and inform their creativity, they clearly 
prefer their music and metaphors to do most of the 
talking rather than gushing their dirty laundry all over 
the pages of magazines - they are, first and foremost, 
artistes. One does, however, have to wonder where a 
lyricist and songwriter as prolific and complicated as 
Sanchez continually draws his layered influences from. 
“I really do wonder where it all comes from 
sometimes,” smiles Sanchez from behind his signature 
mane of truly remarkable locks. “But, when I start to 
wonder I start to get myself into the past, into what 
has composed myself to be who I am, and that’s a 
very dark place. It’s very hopeful too, because a lot of 
great people have survived through struggle who have 
influenced me. In terms of the new album, some of the 
member changes and the hurdles there influenced us, 
and that’s why we named the record ‘No World For 
Tomorrow’ - because it really felt that way for the band. 
My aunt passed away from Alzheimer’s, which was a 
pretty big influence too. We had gone through this sort 
of stuff before with the first record (�00�’s ‘The Second 
Stage Turbine Blade’), and she was there to really help 
guide us back on track, but this time around she wasn’t 
able to. Another being that we were moving from our 
old lives into a new one - as we close doors we walk 
into new worlds. There’s all sorts of things that went 
into this album; I can’t pinpoint every detail, but that’s 
all in the story; it’s behind it, and it just takes the right 
listener to piece all the metaphors together to truly 
understand - I’m sure someone will. You don’t really 
need to get into the conceptual side of Coheed to get it 
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“There is a real story behind the fiction”
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though; we’re just a rock band and you can enjoy 
it as that. It’s just that there is an avenue for those 
who really want more. I know as a child and as a fan 
of music I always wanted more from ‘my’ artists. 
I always use Floyd as an example; with ‘The Wall’ 
they had a record but they figured out a way to push 
that into film, and this is just my way of doing that.”

THE NEXT CHAPTER

“When I think of the conceptual side, I think of it 
more as an easy way of coping with the reality 
- it’s my out,” continues the frontman, as openly 
as he is comfortable with. “Sure, the stories reflect 
moments in time, but because it’s creative and 
positive and moving forward I only hope that time 
will allow the truth behind it to take a back seat. 
I haven’t really had to deal with the reality of it… 
Well, I do deal with it because that’s what makes 
me - but that’s my business, and that’s why it’s a 
conflict. I don’t want to give the details away, but 
for the most part, yes there is a reason why I do this 
and maybe one day down the road I will open up.”
“There’s a lot of tragedy that’s happened,” says 
Todd, picking up his friend and frontman’s thought 
thread. “In fact, I wouldn’t even call it tragedy, but 
a lot of fucked up shit happened in �00� and there 
is another side to all that, of which this album is a 
chronicle. A lot of us came out of a dark, confusing 
place at the beginning of this year by making this 
record and having our line up solidified. But the 
album is not about the dark place, more about the 
light on the other side.” 

With all this talk of conclusions and finding a new 
light, not to mention the fact that ‘No World For 
Tomorrow’ is a final chapter, it becomes apparent 
that perhaps this fourth album will mark an end 
for Coheed And Cambria as we know it. Given that 
Sanchez’s concept has revolved primarily around 
two central characters after whom the band itself 
is named, will the band’s future involve a complete 
identity overhaul, including a change of moniker? 
At this very suggestion, both Sanchez and Todd 
descend into a fit of sideways glances and knowing 
chuckles, suggesting that such drastic shifts have, at 
the very least, been discussed. “We’ve thought a lot 
about that,” admits Todd, finally. “I know the band 
is not gonna dissipate or stop playing.”
“There are so many avenues we could explore,” 
Sanchez continues. “We could push into a new 
concept; there are ways to tell stories of significant 
characters and how their lives are affected by the 
overall big story of The Amory Wars, or we could 
continue as we are. There’s the option of changing 
the name and moving into a new band, but 
ultimately I think the sky is the limit for us. We’re all 
pretty creative individuals when we get together so 
we’ll allow time to dictate what we wanna do when 
the future comes. Overall though, it feels like a new 
band; with Mike returning and Chris coming into the 
fold, I feel more positive than I ever have with any 
of the previous records. I feel very enthused, and 
there is a future for us.” 

- ‘No World For Tomorrow’ is out now via Columbia. 
Coheed And Cambria return to tour the UK in 
January �008 with Circa Survive, Madina Lake and 
Fightstar.
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THE END COMPLETE
Coheed And Cambria talk Tuned through their latest album…

Coheed And Cambria’s fourth and latest album ‘No World For 
Tomorrow’ doesn’t just mark the conclusion of their epic concept 
story arc, but it also sees the quartet making a stylistic jump 
to poppier, more upbeat musical territory. Of course, Claudio 
Sanchez’s trademark, inimitable vocal stylings are still very much 
in place, as are the bursts of technical guitar meandering that 
have seen the band prove a hit with metal, hardcore and prog 
audiences across the board. However, this time around, much of 
the band’s songwriting is ensconced in more straight ahead, pop 
rock structures than before, with many of the songs taking on a 
vibe reminiscent of Rush meets 80’s rock – the kind of sugary, 
delectable 80’s rock that you might find on the soundtrack to a 
John Hughes movie! “Although the song arrangements seem 
more straight ahead rock, the parts are just as if not more technical 
than before,” responds Claudio Sanchez. “I can’t pinpoint a direct 
influence, because when writing this record it was really more 
about some of the experiences that went into writing some of 
these songs. It’s not like with ‘Good Apollo �’, which was paying 
homage to influence, with songs like ‘Welcome Home’ paying 
homage to Led zeppelin’s ‘Kashmir’ or ‘The Final Cut’ referencing 
Pink Floyd. This time around we weren’t conscious of that – it was 
very natural, it was a flow and it’s like, if an 80s vibe is what you 
get that’s what you get- it all depends on the listener.” 
“For my parts I’m playing twice as much as before,” laughs 
Michael Todd. “The album is not as simplistic as it is succinct, and 
that just comes from experience of writing with each other. We 
heard this a lot when we made the last record, that it was so much 
more simple - and it’s, like, no its not! But I do hear it you know, 
and I think that’s kinda what it means to grow up as a professional 
band and as a musician. I don’t think it’s even that we’re saying 
more by doing less – because we really are doing more – we just 
say more in less time.”
“When we’re writing a record we’re never conscious of who we’re 
there to please really; it just comes naturally. But, it got to a point, 
when we had demoed the record in its entirety, where I sat back 
and listened to it with an open mind and really thought ‘is this the 
right record’,” Sanchez admits. “When I’m done demoing a record, 
a part of me inside has already moved on to the next one, so for a 
second there, taking it all in, this one took me a little by surprise. 
But, at the end of the day this record has a lot in it as to who this 
band is now so it makes perfect sense. It’s hard to say where we’ll 
go in the future or what door we’ve opened, because every new 
record is a progression of this band.”
“From the fans’ perspective, I think there have been significant 
changes with each album, and if I was a fan who has been there 
from the beginning I’d be pissed if we made the same record over 
and over again,” adds Todd. “Our fans expect us to be a little bit 
different, this record is just maybe a little more different than they 
were expecting.”
What of that irony though, that ‘No World For Tomorrow’ was a 
record influenced by a dark period in Coheed’s life as band, but 
came out as their most summery opus to date? 
“The record may have been born out of tragedy, but I had a blast 
making it - it was great to get a lot of that stuff out,” concludes 
Todd in response. “It was very therapeutic; I had missed playing 
with the guys. I just love every second where I get to play the 
goddamn bass and these songs, man. We took every opportunity 
we could with this record. Feeling and watching it come together 
was just awesome.”“You don’t really need to get into the 

conceptual side of Coheed to get it”
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REDEMPTION 
SONGS
All too many bands - The Chariot, Norma Jean, 
Underoath, mewithoutYou and Beloved (R.I.P), 
to name but a critical few – see their exposure 
on British shores dampened because of that 
hazardous, nail in the coffin tag of ‘Christian rock’. 
However, these are bands far from being brain-
washed zygotes, their music often packing a lot 
more to it than contrived exercises in preaching. 
As Cities Burn are a band that have jetted right to 
the top of this list, having evolved from standard 
screamo types into a magnificent, emotionally 
visceral alternative/post hardcore crossover feast 
on their latest album. Tuned A.D’s Steve Fletcher 
takes a look past the stereotypes…

“It was all very natural actually; we whipped the band 
members around a bit and it all just flowed out in a cohe-
sive way,” gleams Cody Bonnette, lead singer and guitarist 
with Louisiana’s lean, mean and starkly honest As Cities 
Burn, on the creation of his band’s second full length ‘Come 
Now Sleep’, one of this year’s most cohesive and ambitious 
pieces of alternative rock. “We wanted to conjure something 
that would inspire us and inspire people in general. The 
first album was very spiritual; it was very self taught having 
been brought up in the church. ‘Come Now Sleep’ is about 
growing up and saying lets apply all the elements to real life 
and to us as human beings; I’m saying I don’t understand 
things, but I feel like it’s ok because we’re not supposed to 
understand everything are we.”  

The timing is perfect for Tuned A.D. to catch up with Bon-
nette, he’s riding in the back of his band’s tour van some-
where in Pennsylvania, on his way to the latest date in a five 
week tour of emotion fuelled live shows that set this band 
uniquely apart from their rapidly expanding pool of peers.  
Having recently released ‘Come Now Sleep’ through Tooth & 
Nail in the USA, Bonnette is able to describe how his band is 
venturing into unchartered territory, hoping to make friends 
and influence a few more people along the way. “We’re 
headed somewhere - I’m not sure where, but the tour’s go-
ing pretty well so far. We’re in the north east of the US at 
the moment and being from the south, we don’t normally 
do that well out here but the shows have actually been re-
ally encouraging. The new material is going over really well 
which is good ‘cos we used to be a lot heavier, so there are 
not as many hardcore or mosh kids coming out, which again 
is good ‘cos we didn’t really fit in with them anyway.”  

For those who have not yet been exposed to the rich re-
wards embedded deep within their music, As Cities Burn’s 
debut ‘Son, I Loved You At Your Darkest’ is pure screamo 
with a wedge of blistering street punk; loaded with an 
uncompromising underground feel and lead by an intense 
vocal and striking riffs and choruses that will still nail your 
scrotum to the nearest tree. But today, Cody has assumed 
vocal responsibility following the departure of his brother 
TJ, and he brings to the fore a more melodic and varied 
range of styles that loses none of his screaming sibling’s 
underlying aggression. The raw-boned rock personalities 
and churning compositions are firmly intact, they’re just 
shaped differently.

Having started out back in 2002, Cody – now supported by 
guitarist Christopher Lott, bassist Colin Kimble and drum-
mer Aaron Lunsford – acknowledges that the departure of 
his brother gave them the opportunity to harness a slightly 
more immediate rock sound.  “When we were on tour for the 
first album I could feel us pulling towards what you hear on 
‘Come Now Sleep’, so we needed to figure out how we were 
gonna deal with that and create what we were all thinking.  
So when TJ said he was leaving to get married it started 
to become a little clearer that that could be the reason to 
change direction. ‘Come Now Sleep’ is just as intense as our 
earlier stuff, but in a lighter more varied way.”  
It seems the quartet are more at home with the broad 
diversity of the new album and rightly so; it sports a coher-
ence rarely found in most modern records, Cody takes a 

moment to consider the influence his brother had on their 
conception and persona. “He brought a lot of life and spirit 
to the band so it was hard to lose him. Chris our guitarist 
reminds me a lot of TJ, a free spirit in every way. Whenever 
you lose a vocalist with that style your music may become 
more marketable and we never write intending to be main-
stream, but we thought the band could be more appealing if 
we weren’t in the hardcore scene. The industry in general is 
so tough these days and TJ has really given the platform for 
us to move forward.”  

In many ways there are similarities to the brothers’ work; 
the shards of guitar fuelled noise that emanated from their 
debut has most definitely carried over, while Cody’s larynx 
still undergoes all manner of raw-throated torture in songs 
like ‘The Hoard’, ‘New Sun’ and ‘Wrong Body’. But while 
the modern day scene is a bottomless well of hardcore and 
post-hardcore racket-o-rama, As Cities Burn join the likes 
of Brand New, Circa Survive and mewithoutYou in adding 
another colour to the burgeoning canvas of outstanding US 
alternative mayhem.  “We started off as post-hardcore but 
we feel like we wanna do more indie rock if you like, a more 
modern rock ‘n’ roll thing, kinda like the bands we’ve been 
brought up on; At the drive in, Sunny Day Real Estate, Fur-
ther Seems Forever, even The Beatles. Can you imagine the 
great songs John Lennon would be writing today if he were 
alive with all this technology at his fingertips?  On the next 
album we may have weeded that hardcore out completely 
because our songs seem to want to get simpler and simpler, 
and a lot of the time with hardcore, everyone’s trying to get 
that complex intricate thing going on. I just wanna make 
songs that people can feel and if there’s so much else going 
on then people actually forget to feel something for it.”  

In such an oversaturated market, any aspiring young musi-
cal collective will have their metal and ingenuity tested to 
the full and Cody sums this up nicely; “It’s like a huge pond 
with too many fish at the moment.  Soon a load will start 
to die and it ends up coming full circle; we’ll have the right 
amount of fish in the right sized pond.  The hope is that 
there will be a load that don’t stick it out or put there all 
in to it, eventually giving up, leaving space for the rest to 
roam free.” 

By stripping away the over-intellectualisation of some rock 
music today, ‘Come Now Sleep’ offers you a far better re-
cord than ‘Son, I Loved you at Your Darkest’ simply by high-
lighting the strengths of it’s creators - and what strengths! 
Pulling on every emotional chord and allowing the music 
to unwind over the listener, delivering that adrenaline rush 
that hits you right between the eyes as soon as the first riff 
kicks in.  Despite this, Cody and co. carry that most unenvi-
able of tags, ‘Christian Rock’, with a crisp, unfussy aplomb 
and while most will look the other way, Tuned A.D. urges you 
to see the light. “The Christian rock tag probably hinders us 
more than anything.  It tends to turn people off but I think 
if they give it a chance, we’re not like the generic run of 
the mill stuff that has cliché lyrics. We wanna make it more 
real.”
  
- ‘Come Now Sleep’ is out on import via Tooth And Nail

“I juST waNNa 
MakE SONGS ThaT 
PEOPlE caN fEEl”
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Hard working Long Islander’s Crime In Stereo were nearly rendered de-
funct by health problems, money strife and label worries, but fortunately 
the creation of their latest album saved the day, pulling the band through 
the hard times and into a Brand New chapter (pun sort of intended). John 
Webber chatted with frontman Kristian Hallbert about the healing power of 
music…

“We’re in our seventh year now as a band, and since the start of it we’ve 
always wanted to make music that was unique and would stand out,” says 
Kristian Hallbert, vocalist of Long Island’s Crime In Stereo. “We always had 
that in mind when we recorded this record and I think we’ve progressed in 
a different way, but I think the sound of this record is a culmination of all 
our talents coming together.”
The record Hallbert is talking about is Crime In Stereo’s latest full length, 
‘Crime In Stereo Is Dead’, an album viewed by critics and fans alike as the 
band’s finest release to date, and one which sees them boldly blossoming 
into a unique blend of upbeat melodic hardcore and downtempo alt rock, 
reminiscent of latter day Brand New. At the suggestion that CIS have now 
finally found their own sound, Hallbert is quick to respond: “We always 
knew what we wanted to do and what we wanted to achieve with a record, 
but when we first started out we just weren’t capable enough as musi-
cians to make it happen. We just played hard and fast and would have 15 
two minute songs. As you grow as a band you learn a lot, and I think we’ve 
learnt how to play our instruments, and that the guy recording you isn’t 
always right and that you don’t have to do everything he says to do. We all 
just feel like we’ve really come into our own.”
Rewind a year though, and things certainly weren’t looking as rosy. Having 
completed tours all across America, Crime In Stereo returned home to find 
piles of bills awaiting them (both Hallbert and guitarist Alex Dunne suffer 
from health issues). “When you’ve been in a band for seven years, you’ve 
pretty much put your life on hold for seven years too,” explains Hallbert. 
“Like everything around us, everything has to come to an end, no matter 
how good it is. We were coming back from tour and having all these bills 
to pay, and making sure we have health insurance every time we go out on 
the road. When we got back off the last tour we thought this band was go-
ing to be done; there just seemed too many uphill struggles to get through 
and we went in to recording this record thinking it was going to be the last 
thing we would do. That’s why we wanted to call it ‘... Is Dead.’”
As well as having these issues to worry about, another alarming matter 
was that Crime In Stereo didn’t even have a label. However, all was not lost, 
and whilst recording ‘... Is Dead’ the band found their second wind and, 
indeed, a new home as part of the well respected Bridge 9 roster. “About 
halfway through recording, me and Alex started talking and we realised 
that as hard and as frustrating as this life can be sometimes, we really felt 
like this record was the pay off,” recalls Hallbert. “We’re so proud of this 
record and what we are doing, and then the title took on a different mean-
ing: the Crime In Stereo that went in to record this record is dead, and now 
we feel like we’ve had a rebirth.”

The current state of the music industry (some say it’s troubled, others say 
it’s fucked) has been subject of much long and well voiced discussion, and 
right now it’s harder to be in a band and to earn a living out of doing so 
– particularly one with alternative, heavy and hardcore inclinations. So, re-
born or not, Crime In Stereo will surely face the same demons that ‘killed’ 
them before... “It seems the only way to be successful in this business is to 
whore yourself out, and the saddest thing is that bands are doing exactly 
that to get a million kids to hear them,” agrees Hallbert. “Right now, punk 
rock or punk pop is so big and so accessible - you can go anywhere and 
it’s there. But the thing is, we held so many of the values that punk rock 
was built upon so close that I think sometimes it could have hurt us. It’s a 
double edged sword, because if you can make enough money out of doing 
something you love to support yourself and your family, why wouldn’t you 
take it? That’s the only American dream we have left. If that opportunity 
comes along, believe me, we’ll be the first ones on the train! I don’t want 
to make millions, I’d just like to be comfortable. I don’t see it as selling 
out; if you know us individually, and you know us as a band, then you know 
that we have always stayed true to ourselves and true to things we’ve said 
since our inception.”

- ‘Crime In Stereo Is Dead’ is out now on Bridge 9
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“Hopefully, in five years time, there will be people still wanna 

listen to this shit!” jokes Brian Eschbach, guitarist and 

main song-writing force with Detroit death heads The Black 

Dahlia Murder, discussing his band’s critically acclaimed 

third album ‘Nocturnal’. Following the release of their 

impressive breakthrough debut ‘Unhallowed’ in 2003, the 

band’s sophomore effort ‘Miasma’ has often been described 

as a slight misstep for the band. In 2007 however, the slate 

has been well and truly wiped clean, nay, obliterated by 

their latest piece of work. “It’s funny how things turn out, 

because with this record we had a lot less time to work on 

it,” notes Eschbach. “We didn’t have very much time to write 

for it either, and it was just when we were looking for a new 

drummer again. We ended up with no drummer and tonnes 

of songs to write! Because of the extremity of the situation 

though, it kind of helped us to focus on it and really pick ev-

erything apart. Getting the album and this line-up together 

has been the biggest hurdle in this band’s history thus far, 

but right now we’re pretty confident that we can handle just 

about anything.”

A bold statement indeed, but after what the band have just 

been through, it would seem apparent that TBDM have had 

somewhat of a ‘negative vibe detox’ and are currently in 

top condition. In fact, Eschbach seems so super-confident 

that everything is just right, that if the band’s inner mood 

right now had any particular diet regime to keep in check 

you could say it’s definitely getting its five portions of fruit 

‘n’ veg a day. Or maybe it’s just the fact that Eschbach feels 

him and his band mates deserve the seemingly unanimous 

praise they are receiving right now. The guitarist certainly 

only had good words to say when it came to reminiscing 

about ‘Nocturnal’s recording process. “As far as the produc-

tion goes, we worked hard,” he explains. “We checked out 

a lot of studios and listened to a lot of albums before we 

decided to work with Eric Rachel [Recording] and Jason 

Suecof [Mixing]. It was all about getting the right people 

together who you can communicate well with and have them 

maximise what you want to achieve. It was really a case of 

pleasing ourselves this time and actually knowing how to 

do that. This comes about from going into the studio for the 

FOCUS : MUSIC THE BLACK DAHLIA MURDER

third time, I guess.

“The first time we went in the studio we didn’t know what 

the hell we were doing,” he continues candidly. “The second 

time we were a little bit better and had ideas, but there 

were still some failings on the second album that we really 

tried to smooth out on this one. We were really happy with 

our last album when it came out, but there was a pretty big 

split amongst our fanbase. Half the people were really into 

it and others really liked the first album but not the second, 

so it is cool to have people enjoy what we’ve worked hard 

to achieve this time. I’m sure after a year and a half I’ll be 

listening to our new album again and looking for some other 

way we could have done it better, but that’s all part of the 

progression and evolution of the band, and that’s what’s 

inspiring.”

And whilst on the subject of inspiration, Eschbach confirms 

that he wrote 90% of the new material, so if you wanted 

to get to grips with the inner workings of TBDM you are 

definitely listening to the right man. “My inspiration for this 

record was just the want to play fast, melodic, heavy shit!” 

he chuckles. “That was always the motivation behind what 

we do. I just wanted to get some tunes together that would 

be fun to play. It’s a simple thing, but a primal thing! For 

most of us it came from seeing extreme metal bands play 

live; see all the energy that’s involved in it; it’s something 

pure. You listen to anything by Napalm Death and you’re 

not listening to a song that has been deliberately written to 

appeal to everybody’s feelings. Similarly with our band we 

write songs that we like, not what we think everyone else 

will like.” 

This sentiment may also be true of the band’s lyrical con-

tent. TBDM stayed true to the connotations attached to 

their own moniker and to the themes drawn out from this 

throughout their debut album. “The horror-metal vibe was 

always the original thematic,” explains Eschbach. “Lyri-

cally, Trevor [Strnad - Vocals] tried to branch out a bit from 

that on the last album, but he decided to follow our original 

theme for the latest record. It’s just more fun to write about 

blood!” 

- ‘Nocturnal’ is out now via Metal Blade

Following a fan dividing sophomore platter, The Black Dahlia Murder 
have returned to the dark spirit and themes of their cultishly revered 
debut. Jim Burt talked with the band’s creative engine Brian Eschbach 
about his return to form…
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music. “That’s refreshing to hear. I try at all costs never to have to describe 
our music. That’s something I associate with family reunions. ‘What do you do 
again?’ I like how associative your description is.”
Andrew chips in: “I understand that as being a fan first.”
“I think lyrically there tends to be a creation of self referential worlds within 
this story and narrative of the songs, if that’s what you’re getting at.” 
“I think there’s always a little bit of a tether to the reality of the cold hard 
world. Sometimes its underlying, sometimes its very subtle but its there,” 
argues Andrew, justifiably.

In the end it all comes down to the way the band is unable to do things in any 
way but it’s own. “Yeah, definitely because we’re too inherently schizophrenic 
in our heads about the way we’re writing as a technique. There really isn’t a 
method but whatever ways we go about making songs, it tends to be the very 
long way around making songs. With all the debate and consideration that’s 
taken along the way, things like accidentals and intuitive things then become 
part of it.” 
“Tim doesn’t play an instrument in the traditional sense,” reveals Andrew. 
“But he knows how to speak pretty intelligently about different sounds and 
has done the process so many times that he’s constantly spreading forth 
ideas even though there’s not an instrument in his hands.”
“Exactly. I think it’s very idea based and not to be confused with conceptual, 
because I don’t think we necessarily set out to be high minded about it, but 
I think it’s very much that the genesis of a song can very much be a general 
idea rather than, say, Mozart walking around with a fully realised melody or 
composition in his head. It can be a vibe or a theme we want to work on.”
It goes back to the imperfect vision, the experimental focus on the lens, the 
art-school enthusiasm – it all boils down to the expression of creativity, which 
can lead to a sheer blatant display of anger, in the case of Minor Threat’s 
hardcore, a deep resonance with the earth-shattering effects of noise and 
droning in the case of Mike Patton or SunnO))), or a riotous confusion of 
colour, melody and fantasy, as in the ambitions of Les Savy Fav. It all becomes 
part of our lives in an intrinsic and essential way. Lets Stay Friends is an 
album that will linger long after the effect of a life-affirming band like Gallows 
wears off. I can’t even explain why and maybe that’s best. Maybe that’s what 
they were aiming for all along. Perhaps this interview is a waste of time – can 
we really analyse the effect music has on us? - but it certainly clarifies that 
imperfection is something we can all get off on and will continue to do so, 
while there are artists like Les Savy Fav who are so willing to allow us the 
indulgence.   

- ‘Lets Stay Friends’ is out now via Wichita

“I’m a real hack but I do shoot a lot of photography. It’s fun. I don’t know much 
about it but I kind of get off on that, the imperfection.”
Imperfection: defined as: of, pertaining to, or characterized by defects or 
weaknesses: imperfect vision. Its synonyms include 1. defective, faulty. 2. 
incomplete, underdeveloped; immature. 
Harrison Haynes, the percussive rhythm section of Les Savy Fav is talking 
about his rare Canon prototype camera and the kind of images he is able to 
create. The end product is a skewed perspective of this ‘imperfection’. Beside 
him in this empty, pre-show Kings Cross Scala bar, is Les Savy Fav’s new 
creative partner Andrew Reuland.
“I was telling someone in another interview that Andrew’s contributions 
really show in the songwriting and the structure and the strengthening of 
this getting back to the idea of focus. I felt like we had, for a long time - and 
still implemented on this record - kept the basis for a lot of these songs as a 
collage-y, patchwork style of writing and recording. This starts from record-
ing copious amounts of parts, little ditties and melodies and snippets in a 
rehearsal studio and sifting through those and making proper songs out of 
them. But then I think when Andrew came on with us, we were all interested 
in sitting down and hashing out the songs maybe a little bit less of a Franken-
stein way and more of an intuitive…you know not trying to reinvent the wheel, 
but just focusing on more traditional songwriting, but trusting that whatever 
singularity we had possessed along the way would shine through.”

There was truly no hope of this diminishing. Les Savy Fav have been on the 
periphery of every careful listeners vision since 1995. Noisy, experimental and 
defiantly rockist, Les Savy Fav are a phenomenon as sensational and taken 
for granted/dismissed (delete as appropriate) as the setting sun. The reasons 
are myriad – it’s like filtering passion and intention through a kaleidoscope.  
“Again, I don’t think we try to be too conceptual about it. But Andrew is a 
filmmaker and I’m a painter and Tim and Seth are both designers and they 
also studied film. I think that those are huge parts of our sensibility, way into 
every nook and cranny of our existence, so writing songs is certainly some-
thing that we do with something other than other bands or songs in mind,” 
muses Harrison.
Andrew is quite happy to sum up succinctly: “We’re a fairly esoteric bunch, at 
the end of the day.” 
Esoteric defined as: intended for or understood by only a particular group; an 

esoteric cult, of or relating to that which is known by a restricted number of 
people, Confined to a small group: esoteric interests, not publicly disclosed; 
confidential.
Its synonyms include: 1. abstruse, arcane, cryptic, enigmatic.
Don’t think that because of these dictionary definitions that Les Savy Fav 
are some untouchable arty mess of a band. They will freely admit to their art 
school background, and do below this sentence, but listening to their latest 
incredible work, ‘Let’s Stay Friends’, fills you with a hope and wonderment 
that could quite easily be lost on sceptics.  
“I think it’s notable or important that we came up in a community of bands 
that were all in art school together and were essentially seeing bands as a 
way to burn off steam from the studio. I think that England knows that tradi-
tion all too well from bands like Wire that came out of art school communities 
and I think that’s something that needs to be written about more. I wouldn’t 
say that there was any cohesion, necessarily, between the bands sound wise. 
There are definitely some huge connections between them but its more be-
tween the sensibilities about how they make music or behave as fans.”

Harrison is very aware that anyone who isn’t necessarily open minded about 
approaches to music can be very antagonistic towards certain genres, espe-
cially if they are deemed as a little pretentious.
“Everything that’s condensed into a little ball can be sneered at once it’s in 
that little ball  and in that way I wouldn’t want to see it written about in too 
cutesy a way. It could be a really bad thing to explore,” Harrison laughs. “I 
think that rather than waving a self-identifying flag above us about being an 
art school band, we feel that the kinship and camaraderie was really seminal 
on the confidence that we possess as a band.”
This confidence is expressed in quite possibly the best live show this writer 
has ever had the good fortune to witness. Frontman Tim Harrington is a whirl-
ing dervish in multi-coloured fancy dress, with more random costume changes 
than Britney, more athleticism than Madonna and more crowd appreciation 
than pretty much anyone on this planet. This is no hyperbole, this is actual 
concentrated, awe-drenched opinion. Check out youtube for the Scala stage 
invasion as a taster. Then imagine balcony climbing, hanging upside down, 
proposing to and marrying the audience… A mass stampede is the only reac-
tion to music and a performance that represents pure escapism. 
“Oh that’s cool,” exclaims Harrison upon my use of ‘escapist’ to describe their 

FOCUS ON IMPERFECTIONS
Forget your preconceptions of art-school and indie. Les Savy Fav have made one of the albums of the year with 
sheer rock-face gripping music that takes as much from art as it does from punk, and yet doesn’t rub your face 
in it. Brad Barrett attempts to make sense of it all… 

FOCUS : MUSIC LES SAVY FAV
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It’s an unwritten rule that every band emerging into the public eye will 
face a wealth of scrutiny, and every nuance of their music will be analysed, 
compared and picked apart. We just can’t help ourselves; everybody is always 
on the constant lookout for the next revolutionary musical step, hoping for 
the next Metallica or Pantera to totally shake things up. But just what is this 
next evolutionary movement, and when will it arrive? Well, with their latest 
double disc, mega concept work ‘Precambrian’ The Ocean may just have a 
piece of the answer. If you haven’t been fortunate enough to hear the Berlin 
based multi instrumentalists before - and if you have a penchant for inventive 
alternative metal - then you really should pay attention to their sonic waves. 
But what is it that makes them so different? “There are 26 people in total on 
the new album,” states The Ocean’s brainchild Robin Staps. “There’s Germans, 
Americans, Swiss, British; having this multi-cultural identity is definitely one 
of the positives.” 

A bewildered Tuned A.D can only press Staps on how such an ambitious and 
sprawling collective came about. “I moved to Berlin from my small home town 
to find musicians I needed for this project. It was really difficult to find people 
who were willing to play pre-composed music,” explains the multi musician. 
“We’re not really a jam kind of band. The term ‘collective’ is really misleading 

in that way because it’s really just my song-writing. That’s why we’ve had so 
many different people in and out of the band all the time – everybody has to 
express themselves. It was hard to find the right people with the time and 
resources to devote enough energy to make this band work. Some musicians 
play on the album, some play on tour. We have players who are changing half 
way through the tour just because some have other commitments, or cannot 
get the time off work. This way no-one is more important than the other. 
These people play whenever we need them and whenever it’s convenient for 
them. This is the main reason we have so many different members. “Basi-
cally, the more people that are involved, the more ways we can split the work 
load,” he continues. “It also really breathes fresh life into a band having new 
faces every now and then. You get to know a lot of new people and make new 
friends, too. The downside is that it can be really hard to organise and we 
have to rehearse a lot more than if it was the same members all the time. But 
it’s not as hard as all that, because I program everything and complete sheet 
music for everybody, so whoever’s coming in can just pick the music up and 
play.” 

If you are intrigued enough to go out and buy ‘Precambrian’, you will surely 
be surprised at the sheer scope of this piece of work, which features what 

can only be described as The Ocean’s mini-orchestra, comprised of cello, 
viola, violin, piano, saxophone, glockenspiel, tambourine and percussion, not 
to mention programmed samples. Meanwhile, the album is also divided into 
three movements themed around prehistoric periods - ‘Proterozoic’, ‘Hadean’, 
and ‘Achaean. Basically, it’s an astonishing volume of music. “Precambrian is 
the first state in the evolution of planet earth,” explains Staps, “This began 
4.5 billion years ago in a time when the earth was pretty much a bunch of 
rock and volcanoes. That gave me the idea for the imagery on the artwork 
of the cd. I came to base the new album concept around this subject matter 
purely through imagery. Whenever I heard the music I always had images of 
red glowing streams of lava and erupting volcanoes in my mind, and I study 
geology so the whole subject matter is not entirely new to me. It also follows 
themes from previous albums, too. ‘Fluxion’ was like the water element, 
‘Aeolian’ was like the wind element and now, on our fourth album, it’s the fire 
element.” 

Having seen such a broad vision coming to fruition, Tuned A.D is more than 
eager to learn whether Staps is happy with the results. “It was hard to imag-

ine it while we were recording it, but I had the finished cd in my hand recently 
and it was an overwhelming feeling. I’m pleased with the production; you can 
really appreciate the space in it. In terms of the whole composition and the 
arrangements I think it’s the most diverse and best work we’ve ever done. I’m 
really happy with it right now and hopefully that’ll last for a couple of weeks 
before I feel I need to do something better!”
For a man so seemingly multi faceted, multi-talented and driven, you would 
hope that the future is bright for Staps’ continuing voyage into uncharted 
territory and that big successes are just over the horizon. “We’re now in that 
phase where we have to let everything sink in for a while,” he sighs, almost 
realising for the first time that his latest project is complete. “The last six 
months have been really intense and right now we just really want to see how 
this album will do. We’re making music for music lovers, not for big commer-
cial success, so it’s amazing that the initial responses have been overwhelm-
ingly positive and I’m really happy about that. The only thing left to do for the 
moment is tour our arses off!”

- ‘Precambrian’ is out now on Metal Blade

TIDAL WAVES
Much like their globe encompassing watery namesake, The 
Ocean are a sprawling, ever morphing body of musicians 
unlike any other metal band you’re likely to come across. 
Jim Burt packed his scuba gear and dived into the dark 
abyss of The Ocean’s geology inspired new epic ‘Precam-
brian’ with mainman Robin Staps…

“There are 26 people in total on the new album”

FOCUS : MUSIC THE OCEAN
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THRICE
Dustin Kensrue, Vocals & Guitar / Teppei Teranishi, Guitar / Eddie Breckenridge, Bass

How was your �007?
Eddie: There’s been a lot going on.,,
Dustin: I would go with finishing the 
record!
Eddie: It’s been such a huge endeavor. It 
was a year in the making and finally to 
have everything done was a big weight 
off. It’s hard to make two records’ worth 
of material in one session, and it was 
hard to let go and be finished with it. But, 
I think we were all ready to be finished 
with it because it had been such a long 
process. It’s nice to be done, and we’re 
happy with it which is good. Teppei did an 
amazing job recording it, and it was cool 
do something that D.I.Y. 
Dustin: Teppei and I both had kids; I had 
mine last year, but that was probably 
Teppei’s favourite moment…
Teppei: Yeah, and being home for a whole 
year is something we don’t get to do very 
often. There were a few shows here and 
there, but for the most part I got to settle 
into home life and be with my wife and 
new kid. I feel like I got to live a normal life 
for once, and it’s been pretty refreshing 
actually.

You self produced your new album The 
Alchemy Index this year – was it tough to 
work as producers on something you were 
involved with as an artist? 
Teppei: In a way it’s challenging because 
you’re doing twice the work, but in a way 
it totally makes sense.
Dustin: You’re not fighting someone else 
to get your vision out.
Teppei: If you think about it, the four of 
us are making this music together and a 
record is the number one way it’s gonna 
be represented, so what better way than 
for the band themselves to put that to 
documentation. We got to do everything 
the way we wanted to, and we got to make 
everything sound how we wanted it to 
sound, and it kinda made the recording 
process part of the whole deal. 
Dustin: I think we learned a lot and we’re 
even more prepared to try it again. 
Especially with the way the record 
industry is changing; it’s so expensive to 
make records the ‘old way’ and it’s hard 
to survive, so we’re trying to move our 
whole way of being a band onto a more 
D.I.Y level, partly out of necessity but also 
because we like the way that it’s going.

Teppei: The whole D.I.Y thing just feels 
very grassroots, and it feels more like what 
we were doing on our first record ‘Identity 
Crisis’. Y’know, Dustin did the artwork and 
it’s all very ground level – it feels good. 

Were there any low points of the year?
Dustin: There are moments when you 
finish a record where there are moments 
of doubt, because you’ve been so deep 
in what you’ve created. You never know 
when they’re gonna come or how long 
they’re gonna last. For me they’re not very 
long, just a day here and there where I 
wonder what we’re doing, but in general 
there haven’t been any super low points.

What are your plans for �008?
Dustin: Well, obviously we’re gonna be 
releasing the second half of ‘The Alchemy 
Index’ in spring which is cool; it kinda 
splits the touring cycle for the project 
halfway through and gives it new life 
because we can start introducing songs 
from ‘Air’ and ‘Earth’ into the set alongside 
the ‘Fire’ and ‘Water’ songs.

- www.myspace.com/thrice

The end of the year is nearly upon us, but lest we forget what an eventful �� months 
�007 has been in this wonderful world of alternative music. Later on in this issue you 
can check out what albums we reckon ruled the roost, but first check out what some 
of the big names have to say about their year! Over the course of the past month, 
Leander Gloversmith and Hattie Adam Smith caught up with some of the hottest 
bands of ’07 and ruffled their memory banks to uncover their highlights, lowlights 
and plans for the year ahead. 

Photo by Alex Gregory
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GLASSJAW / HEAD AUTOMATICA
Daryl Palumbo, Vocals
Tell us about your year…
It was a busy ass year. I toured the whole 
year on the Head Automatica record and 
did a bunch of Glassjaw tours as well. 
Plus, I DJ’d a bunch of parties all across 
the fuckin world, so I was pretty happy. It 
was the busiest year of my life probably. 

Were you glad to come back to the UK this 
year?
Oh yeah of course man. I’ve been waiting 
to come back to the UK for like � or � 
years. It was like a dream come true; it was 
the most eventful piece of my year and the 
happiest period. 

Europe was the highlight of ’07 then?
In a way, yeah. Doing the whole Head 
Automatica tour across Europe was so 
amazing, as were the shows in the UK. 

And then to finish off with two Glassjaw 
shows – the first UK Glassjaw shows 
since �00� and one of them at Brixton...
Amazing! Getting Cardboard City off the 
ground was a highlight too; �007 was the 
year that it all stepped up a gear. We’ve 
started doing a lot of Cardboard City 
parties everywhere; Nick, Glue and I have 
been doing a lot of DJ sets and Glue and 
I got to spin a lot across Europe. There’s 
just been so much shit this year you know!

What’s been soundtracking your year?
A lot of bumpin’ house music, a lot of 
old pop music, a lot of random German 
rock bands from the �0’s and 70’s…I’ve 
dedicated a lot of my year to Frank zappa 
of course, as I have the past �0 years of 
my life. 

�007 was quite an eclectic year for you 
musically; what lies ahead in �008?
Yes it has been, and I think 2008 is going 
to be even more so. The more eclectic 
the better really - it makes every project 
better I think. In ‘08 I’m gonna do a new 
Head Automatica record, new Glassjaw 
album, second Sports record, the House 
Of Blow album…a lot of shit! And this year 
I’ll hopefully get the United Nations record 
together too, which is me and Geoff from 
Thursday. 

- www.myspace.com/headautomatica
- www.glassjaw.com

Photo by Alex Gregory
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PARAMORE
Hayley Williams, Vocals

Tell us about your year…
This year has gone by so quickly. Mostly, 
I think, due to the fact that we just haven’t 
stopped. We’ve been really lucky to have 
been able to play some incredible shows 
this year and put out a record that we are 
really proud of. �007 ruled.

Tell us some stuff you got up to…
We were one of the co-headliners of the 
‘Lucky ��’ Warped Tour this year. We got 
to play Late Night with Conan O’ Brien as 
well as make a few appearances on MTV’s 
TRL. At a radio show in Los Angeles, 
we met Dave Grohl, which was huge for 
us. We also made our first trip over to 
Australia this fall, and played to some 
amazing crowds.

Did the year go as you thought it would on 
January �st, �007?
Last January, we were driving our �� 
passenger van up to Elmwood Park, NJ 
to record the record. We were all pretty 
nervous but we knew that we had some 
really special songs in our hands. Even 
after the songs were laid down and the 
album was finished, there was still no way 
we could’ve predicted the response that 
“RIOT!” has gotten.

Do you have a proudest achievement of 
the year?
It still blows my mind that we have 
recorded and released two albums at this 
point. Our first, ‘All We Know Is Falling’ 
sold about �,�00 units in it’s first week. 
“RIOT!” came out and debuted on the 
Billboard charts at #�0, selling around 
��,000 units in it’s first week. For some 
reason, I keep forgetting... probably cause 
we’re so busy, but it’s huge and when I 
think about it I feel really blessed.

What was the overall highlight of �007 for 
you? 
Just being able to release and tour on 
an album that we are extremely proud of 
and knowing that it’s being accepted and 
enjoyed by an insane amount of people.

Were there any low points?
There were definitely some low points 
to this year and to the fact that we’ve 
been so busy. The guys and I had a hard 
time dealing with the workload and the 
schedule, at times. It put a lot of stress on 
our friendships. The good thing is that we 
had some time off before this tour (RIOT! 
Tour; US) to clear our heads... it feels like 
we’re back to normal again.

What’s soundtracked �007 for you?
’Diary and The Rising Tide’ - Sunny Day 
Real Estate
’Cherry Waves’ - Deftones (from ‘Saturday 
Night Wrist’)
’U.S. Royalty’ - Hot Rod Circuit (from ‘The 
Underground Is A Dying Breed’)
All the New Found Glory records.
’The Definitive Collection: The Man In 
Black’ - Johnny Cash
’Combinations’ - Eisley
’...Is/...Was A Real Boy’ - Say Anything
’Takin’ It Ova!’ - International Superheroes 
of Hardcore
’Table For Glasses’ - Jimmy Eat World 
(from ‘Clarity’) 
Wow, that was a lot!

What are your plans and ambitions for 
�008?
I don’t like to plan these types of things, 
really, but I’m hoping for another great 
year of tours and ridiculous crowds! We 
would love to do a short tour of southeast 
America in our �� passenger van so, 
maybe that will happen in ‘08. We are 
definitely coming back to the UK in early 
�008 as well, with New Found Glory!

- www.myspace.com/paramorePhoto by Marianne Harris
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GYM CLASS HEROES
Disashi Lumumba-Kasongo, Guitar/Vocals

Tell us about your year…
�007 has been the most surreal and 
eventful rollercoaster of a year I’ve 
experienced.  In this year alone we’ve been 
on Conan, Ellen, and Jay Leno, won an 
MTV VMA and an MTV Woodie; traveled 
to Europe, Australia, New zealand, and 
Japan; toured with Gwen Stefani, The 
Roots, Fall Out Boy; played at Leeds and 
Redding festivals in the UK, moved on to � 
buses and a larger crew… And that’s just 
the band stuff.  I’ve grown more this year 
as a person than I have in a long time.

Tell us some stuff you got up to… 
I got up to Guitar Hero III but I have yet to 
master it. I beat the Dragonforce song on 
hard on my first try. But it’s the one song 
I can’t even touch on Expert.  Those damn 
shred heads.  I will get there though - mark 
my vengeance-drenched words. I also got 
my first real American Stratocaster, which 
is a pivotal moment in any guitarist’s life, 
and I finally moved out of my parents’ 
house and got an apartment with my 
girlfriend. I’ll tell you what, I feel like a 
man now.  
Ok fine, I feel like a prepubescent boy with 
a Tempurpedic bed and a larger TV than 
he should personally be responsible for.  

But that’s one step closer to adulthood, 
right?  Maybe obtaining a driver’s license 
will one day make me feel like the man I 
truly am...

Did the year go as you thought it would on 
January �st, �007?
So far I can honestly say that the year has 
gone pretty much as I saw it. But I really 
didn’t see the VMA nomination and victory 
that far in advance.

Do you have a proudest achievement of 
the year?
The obvious one would have to be the 
MTV VMA victory. Not only was it huge 
to be recognized for all of our hard work 
over these past years, but also to receive 
Best New Artist was icing on the cake. It 
was easily the most surreal moment of my 
rock n’ roll experience (next to that near 
death van wreck). When we won I thought 
back to being in study hall one day in �0th 
grade, where I was daydreaming about 
giving acceptance speeches for an award 
show.  My teacher at the time came over 
and said “SNAP OUT OF IT DISASHI, 
maybe you should try getting some work
done”! I remember thinking, “I was getting 
some work done...” It’s amazing to see 

what you can make of your life if you work 
hard, truly believe in yourself, and find 
other people who believe in you as well.

What was the overall highlight of �007 for 
you?
Realising that I have control of who I am.

Were there any low points?
Yeah, there were.  One of which was 
when my SashPod (iPod of � years) died 
and I lost about �� gigs of music. It’s ok; I 
got a new iPod named Raiden who I just 
recently equipped with �0 gigs of music, 
but you will never be forgotten SashPod.

What soundtracked �007 for you?
Kanye West , Say Anything, John Brown’s 
Body, lots of classic rock, Bill Withers, 
Metric, The Beatles, Foo Fighters… TONS

What are your plans and ambitions for 
�008?
As of right now, to put out a new GCH 
record and to continue writing for my side 
project, The Midnight Society.  Basically, 
to take over the world with music while 
keeping a grip on my brain.

- www.myspace.com/gymclassheroes
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THE BLED
Mike Pedicone, Drums

Tell us about your year…
�007 ripped our bunzholes into pieces. We 
spent most of it writing and recording our 
new release, ‘Silent Treatment’. There was a 
lot of getting to re-know each other and the 
people who work with us. It was one of the 
toughest but most worth while years of our 
career.

Tell us some stuff you got up to…
We ruined the loft of a man with a new 
born baby a three precious dogs, thrashed 
his studio and made him sigh in disgust at 
the fact I would blow out his newly tuned 
snare drum heads at first hit. We hit the road 
with Linkin Park, My Chem and Taking Back 
Sunday. We went to Aussie, New zealand and 
Japan.  We realized what kind of people were 
dealing with on the regular that we shouldn’t 
be dealing with. We shared fluids in a loving 
sort of way. Thank you.

Did the year go as you thought it would on 
January �st, �007?
I think up to about halfway through, things 
were on point and then everything was 
flipped upside down upon its bunz. I had 
hoped for some difference in the world, 
but not the kind that seems to have taken 
place. As far as the band goes we have been 
through the roughest patches of our careers 
so far in �007.

Do you have a proudest achievement of the 
year?
Of course, our proudest achievement is 
the release of the timeless classic ‘Silent 
Treatment’! I’m incredibly proud of this 
record - I think we all are, it’s exactly what we 
wanted it to be, so that is a wonderful feeling.

What was the overall highlight of �007 for 
you?
I would say the times we had on this 
summer’s Projekt Revolution tour. We met 
some of the best people and shared the stage 

with unbelievably talented musicians. It was 
an honor to be a part of this tour because of 
the sizes of the shows and the small line up.

Were there any low points?
The worst part of this year was realizing that 
we were working with people that don’t live 
up to what they say. Our band was affected 
by people being untruthful. It’s the kind of 
story you’ll hear with many bands, but we are 
moving through it and taking the bull by the 
balls. That’s what you do, right?

What’s soundtracked �007 for you?
Along with all y’all in the UK, I’ve been 
living off Gallows’ record. It was such 
a relief to hear these songs and then to 
meet those fellas and see what good assed 
motherfuckers they are. We recently toured 
Japan with them and their drummer Lee and I 
swapped bands for a song. What a fun time.

FOCUS : MUSIC

www.tunedmagazine.co.uk ��

What are your plans and ambitions for �008?
Plans to take over this Autotuned world and 
show fools there’s still a soul in our rapidly 
dying artform called music. My plan is to 
show people that even though we aint playin 
the G,C,A chords back to back, we can still rip 
ya grill. Also I want to do a survey and ask 
people why they like a band that is named 
after the area between your balls and anus 
hole. 

- www.myspace.com/thebled

www.tunedmagazine.co.uk �7
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CIRCA SURVIVE
Anthony Green, Vocals / Colin Frangicetto, Guitar / Brendan Ekstrom, Guitar / Nick Beard, Bass

How was your �007?
Brendan: It was pretty sweet
Anthony: It was jam packed!
Nick: It was a crazy busy; we recorded an 
album, went on Warped Tour… it’s been 
good times
Colin: A lot of cool stuff has happened in a 
short amount of time. 
Brendan: It’s been a good year because 
nothing particularly bad has happened.
Anthony: Or at least, we haven’t suffered 
any consequences from anything bad 
that’s happened yet…
Brendan: Yes, that’s the real truth of the 
matter. I did lose my camera today though, 
so this year has been good until today.
Nick: That could be the unraveling.

What was your highlight of �007?
Brendan: Playing Coachella (huge annual 
festival in California) was one of the 
coolest things we’ve ever had the chance 
to do. We got to see the Chili Peppers, 
Björk…
Anthony: Rage Against The Machine, Amy 
Winehouse…
Nick: Rufus Wainwright played right after 
us, and Björk came to the side of the stage 
to watch him play- Anthony saw her and 
tried to go and talk to her, but a security 

guard stopped him!

Were there any low points?
Anthony: They all happened on my way to 
your country... No, I’m just kidding!
Brendan: He’s not kidding - traveling to the 
UK was one of the worst moments of my 
life. They turned our plane around because 
something was broken and the plane was 
vibrating really badly, and we had to do an 
emergency landing, but not before we flew 
out over the ocean to dump the excess 
fuel! The whole time no one was talking, 
everyone was just convinced we were 
gonna die! Then, in England our bus broke 
down and got broken into!
Anthony: But the shows in the UK were 
some of the best shows we’ve played in 
years. They were intimate and the kids 
were singing along and hippie dancing 
all over the place. UK kids like to rock the 
party!
Brendan: Kids here think they like to rock 
the party, but they don’t! You know why 
that is though - kids in England are �0% 
drunker at all times! 

What has soundtracked your �007?
Brendan: The End – ‘Elementary’. I fucking 
love that album! 

Anthony: ‘Iron Gag’ by A Life Once Lost, 
Envy On The Coast’s album ‘Lucy Gray’, 
The Starting Line’s new album and Days 
Away just put out a new EP which is one 
of the coolest things I’ve ever heard.
Colin: I’ll go with the new Days Away E.P, 
and the newest records from Rhianna and 
Kanye West! 
Brendan: The new Kanye album is 
horrible!

What was your strangest moment?
Brendan: The plane shit!
Colin: Probably playing with �0 Seconds 
To Mars at Brixton Academy. I was 
actually a big fan of Jared Leto’s acting, 
but I dunno… it was kinda weird!
Brendan: Everything that happened 
that night was really weird. I met some 
Ballerinas that night.

What are your ambitions for �008?
Brendan: I need to find a way to deal with 
flying so that I can go on tour without 
having a heart attack
Anthony: I wanna write a bunch of songs 
until I can’t write anymore, and then I 
wanna go and sit on a beach.

- www.myspace.com/circasurvivePhoto by Alex Gregory
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FUNERAL FOR A FRIEND
Gareth Davies, Bass

Tell us about your year…
In a word... hectic!

Tell us some stuff you got up to… 
It was quite the adventure. We played in 
places we have never played before - 
Thailand, Moscow and places on mainland 
Europe too. Generally, some great 
memories.

Did the year go as you thought it would on 
January �st, �007?
Well, �007 started with excitement with 
the new record canned and ready for 
release, and the year has been filed with 
moments like that. But, we didn’t really 
know what to expect because the record 
was so different to what we had done 
before. We felt ready to take on the world, 

and we did. So really, I think it was what 
we had in mind, but never expected by any 
means.

Do you have a proudest achievement of 
the year?
On a personal level, playing Moscow was 
amazing for me and somewhere I always 
dreamed of going - got a real feeling of 
pride that night on stage. Pretty sure it 
was frighteningly obvious by the beaming 
fucking grin I wore for the whole set too!

What was the overall highlight of �007 for 
you?
See the above question! Ha!

Were there any low points?
Nothing springs to mind. Maybe a shaky 

show or two on my behalf, but nothing 
that couldn’t be fixed.

What soundtracked �007 for you?
PEARL JAM! All over again. Every record, 
but mainly the song ‘State Of Love and 
Trust’ – I played that until my lady nearly 
throttled me.

What are your plans and ambitions for 
�008?
Hopefully get a new record out in early 
spring, keep momentum rolling and get to 
yet more places we are yet to venture to.

- www.myspace.com/funeralforafriend
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THE GHOST OF A THOUSAND
Tom Lacey, Vocals

Tell us about your year…
�007 has been one of the best years of my 
life. As a band we went from a bunch of 
fucking nobodies, playing to �0 people in 
a pub to playing in front of �000 people at 
Reading - I still can’t believe it’s happened. 
We’re all very happy and healthy, we’re 
still all great mates despite being in a van 
together pretty much non-stop since January, 
and we’ve met some amazing people along 
the way. I couldn’t ask for anything else.

Tell us some stuff you got up to… 
We’ve toured with Gallows, Poison The 
Well, Blood Red Shoes and Flood Of 
Red, played shows with Architects, Beat 
Union, Ella, Lavotchkin, Will Haven and 
Pitchshifter... It’s a long list in full! We’ve 
recorded two sessions at BBC Maida Vale, 
played Download and Reading/Leeds, the full 
Ponty… We were nominated for an award, 
and someone was kind enough to start a 
Wikipedia entry for us! That’s when you know 
your a real band - ha ha!

Did the year go as you thought it would on 
January �st, �007?
I don’t really know what I expected, but 
probably not. I thought no one would like 
our record and we’d never get the tours we 
wanted to be on, both of which weren’t true 
in the end. It’s been strange. On January �st 
I think I was just trying to get through the 
hangover rather than planning my year! I 
tend to wing things, which is maybe why my 
predictions where complete shit.

Do you have a proudest achievement of the 
year?
I think seeing our record in the shops was 
pretty amazing. Quite overwhelming in a way, 
because I knew what we’d been through to 
get it there and it made that all worthwhile. 
Having my Dad say he really liked it was 
pretty cool; I think if your family can support 
what you do, it makes your life a lot easier, 
and it means a lot to me that they think what 
we’re doing is worthy, you know?

What was the overall highlight of �007 for 
you?
For me, playing our show at the London 
Barfly at the end of the tour with Flood of Red 
and The zico Chain. That was a very special 
show for us because I guess we’ve always 
felt that London is such a tough nut to crack, 
but that whole gig just went off; kids were 
flying everywhere, lots of friends and family 
were there, and that whole tour really was the 
most fun I’ve had in my entire life - we owe 
Flood and zico a huge thanks for that.

Were there any low points?
The Beatsteaks cancelling their shows across 
Europe bummed us all out - I’m wondering 
whether I’ll ever get to see that band… Also, 
Calculated Risk folding – it was a great British 
noise label run by a great dude. If we play 
a bad show it feels like the world is ending, 
which is probably not healthy at all, but we 
care about the band to such a point that it’ll 
ruin what otherwise should be a fun evening.
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What soundtracked �007 for you?
I guess my favourite records have been 
Daughter’s ‘Hell Songs’ and Grizzly Twister’s 
‘Ont Blod’. I also love the Grinderman album 
and Every Time I Die’s ‘The Big Dirty’. The 
new Radiohead album is great too. I’ve been 
really getting into Samiam and Latterman, 
two bands that completely passed me by the 
first time around. And, just because Mem 
will kill me if I don’t mention it, everyone 
should go and download some Milli Vanilli 
and Mantronics, pioneers of the Electro-Funk 
movement.

What are your plans and ambitions for �008?
We’re very keen to get out to rest of the world 
and play our songs to them. We’re finally all 
Passport ready, so we can just book a cruise 
and get off at each country. The big one is 
writing and recording the second record, 
which we’re working on at the moment. At 
the end of the day, it may well be our last 
so we’re just going to go for fucking broke 
with it. We’re treating it as our chance to 

really make a real difference to the world’s 
perception of what being a British band 
means, and what this tiny island is capable 
of. We may be small but we can shout the 
loudest.

- www.myspace.com/theghostofathousand
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BIFFY CLYRO
Simon Neil, Vocals/Guitar

Tell us about your year…
We have had a pretty crazy year. We’ve 
obviously been touring for quite a while as 
a band; it’s been our eighth year of touring 
and it’s ended up being the craziest one. 
We’ve played with The Rolling Stones, 
Muse, The Red Hot Chili Peppers and toured 
America three times, once with Queens Of 
the Stone Age, and somehow our album got 
into the charts. We’ve just had an absolutely 
unbelievable year. We’ve been really very 
fortunate. We’ve headlined Brixton Academy, 
which is really crazy because only big 
successful bands get to do that! We can’t 
quite work out why we’re getting to do all 
this, it just hasn’t clicked! It’s been a really 
great year, one of our best.

Did the year go as you thought it would on 
January �st, �007?
No, I mean I think at the start of the year 
we were just so glad we’d got the record 
together and that we were happy with it 
because we spent basically three months 

recording it and we were under a lot of 
pressure for that time; pressure that we put 
on ourselves trying to make it perfect. At that 
point we were just so chuffed with the music 
we’d made. I don’t think we could have even 
dreamt up the way the year has gone, to be 
honest we just knew that there were a lot of 
people waiting to hear it that had been with 
us for a long time. But the fact that so many 
new people have started to listen to us, and 
understood the music we make, that’s really 
something we could have never dreamt up.

Do you have a proudest achievement of the 
year?
I was blown away when the album went in 
at number �, but I wouldn’t really count that 
as an achievement - that was more a freak 
event! For me the achievement is the record, 
I genuinely think we made as perfect a record 
as we could at that point in time and I’m 
just really chuffed with it. I think we struck a 
good balance, and the subject matter didn’t 
overpower the record. I think people are able 

to listen to it and enjoy it musically.

What was the overall highlight of �007 for 
you?
Playing with Muse at Wembley was amazing. 
But the day that stands out as incredible was 
when we played Glastonbury in the morning 
and then we flew to Paris to play with Muse 
in the evening. We only just made it! We 
ran straight from the airport and straight on 
stage. That was a highlight because we just 
managed to physically do it! When we made 
it through that we were just congratulating 
each other! It was weird - playing a show at 
Glastonbury, finishing at two o’clock and then 
playing in Paris at four o’clock! We felt like 
rock stars for just a second!

Were there any low points?
Yeah, we did CMJ festival in New York 
in October, and it turned into a bit of a 
shit storm. I got hit in the head with a 
microphone, we got banned from the venue 
- it was just horrible. I lost my temper and 
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got pissed off and got everyone in quite a 
lot of trouble, so that was a really low point, 
not being able to control my temper. I don’t 
mind getting myself in trouble, but if it hurts 
anyone else that I care about then I’m not 
happy. 

What’s soundtracked �007 for you?
The Aereogramme record, it’s so sad that 
they called it a day when they just made their 
best record. I love the new Reuben record 
too, and the new Band Of Horses - I thought 
their last record was amazing and I love this 
one. The Matches too, I think their record was 
out last year though. We discovered them on 
tour, they are just such a creative band and 
incredible live. I guess also Gallows, although 
that was a re-release. I think this year pretty 
much belongs to Gallows. I think they did 
the right thing: sign to a major label, take 
the money and make the music they want to 
make. 

What are your plans and ambitions for �008? 
We are starting off the year by going to 
Japan, and then we’re doing a European 
tour, which will be great. We’ve never been 
to Japan before; it’s been kind of a dream of 
mine. After that we will be touring the States. 
We probably won’t be doing too many shows 
in the UK – maybe a couple over the summer, 
then hit the festivals and start working on a 
new record. We’ve just got to find out what 
we’re going to sing about on the next record, 
the last one was so important... I don’t want 
to just sing about rainbows! It’s annoying  
that we haven’t had much time to write more 
songs because we’ve been doing so much 
travelling, so we’re just going to stop touring 
for a bit next year and write the next record.

- www.myspace.com/biffyclyro
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Photo by Hattie Adam-Smith
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Around two years ago, Armor For Sleep were so hot that they were 
burning giant, emo blisters on the surface of the states. Their sophomore 
album, 2005’s ‘What To Do When You Are Dead’ – a macabre concept re-
cord based around a story of a man stuck in an afterlife limbo - was quite 
the sleeper hit, shifting an excess of �00,000 copies worldwide. However, 
though their rep sizzled on our fair isle, the band didn’t quite make the big 
push and their status on our shores has ultimately simmered. But, with 
third studio album and major label debut ‘Smile For Them’ due for UK re-
lease in early 2008, Armor For Sleep could finally be everywhere you look 
- and deservedly so. They have managed to create a glorious, sing-along 
pop rock record that is simultaneously depressing and utterly addictive, 
and with Sire Records major clout now backing their musical horse, the 
combination of broader, more coherent songwriting and bigger support 
could see the legend of ‘third time lucky’ come true for the pocket sized 
New Jersey four. You may not want to like this band, but one hit on latest 
single ‘Williamsburg’ will ensure that you’re sucked into their anxious, 
sublimely melodic world. And that’s just the beginning.

ON DISC: ‘Smile For Them’ (Sire Records, Spring �008) 
ONLINE: www.myspace.com/armorforsleep 
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE: Brand New, Taking Back Sunday, Sunny Day Real 
Estate

ARMOR FOR SLEEP
Maryland’s All Time Low are quite possibly set to be yet another big-sell-
ing US pop-punk export. Blending Starting Line-esque melodies into fast-
paced, sugary power-pop reminiscent of Propagandhi in their heyday or 
even an early Blink �8�, the band are frighteningly young and ambitious. 
The pre-requisite youthful exuberance comes as standard with these 
guys, as does a penchant for semi-nudity, and if their Myspace page is 
anything to go by, the implied simulation of fellatio with bananas. Mind-
less jocks turned popsters a la Busted? Certainly not. These guys really 
mean it, and with the musical planets slowly realigning to favour all that 
is pop-rock in the wake of Paramore’s rise to fame and fortune at the start 
of this year, a recent stint in the studio with big-time producer Matt Squire 
(Panic! At The Disco), and the resulting album ‘So Wrong It’s Right’, �008 
certainly looks to be theirs for the taking. You can catch them in the UK in 
January, when the band are set to support genre kings (and queen) Para-
more and New Found Glory on their highly anticipated joint venture. 

ON DISC: ’So Wrong It’s Right’ (Album, Hopeless Records)
ONLINE: Myspace.com/alltimelow
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE: The Starting Line, Strike Anywhere

ALL TIME LOW

With release due in our cinemas as soon as January, AVP: Requiem looks 
set to certainly be the first box office smash of the year. The original, 
despite squandering the opportunity to intelligently combine the two 
extremely popular Alien and Predator franchises, still purveyed the high 
octane all out gore-fest that everyone was expecting, and more than 
enough face hugging, acid squirting and cloaked hunting to satisfy the 
appetites of fans of both legacies. Sharing the director’s chair this time 
around are Greg and Colin Strause, highly prolific and experienced digital 
effects supervisors with a resume that includes many of the most ambi-
tious Hollywood epics of the last decade (most recently working on �00 
and The Day After Tomorrow) making their directorial debuts. Continuing 
the somewhat difficult tying together of the two mythic creatures, this 
time a Predator scout ship crash lands in an isolated small town com-
munity (obviously), and the Aliens that are inexplicably on board escape 
and manage to kill all the Predators, except one. It’s up to the surviving 
Predator to destroy all the Aliens, not to mention the horrifying Pred-Alien 
(yes, an Alien cross-bred with a Predator) birthed at AVP �’s conclusion 
and, let’s be honest, probably all the townsfolk as well. No matter how 
lacking in logic or storyline this film turns out to be, it’s certainly going to 
be quite a ride.

RELEASE DATE: �8th January �008
ONLINE: www.avp-r.com
WATCH IF YOU LIKE:  Face huggers, wrist blades, invisibility and chest 
bursters

ALIEN VS PREDATOR: REQUIEM
There is little certainty in this life, as we all know: the only things we can 
really be sure of is that we were born and that we will, one day, die. The 
other thing we can be pretty sure of is that Band Of Horses are going to 
be winning and breaking a lot of hearts next year, and that they will set 
upon a path that will surely lead them toward becoming a household 
name. Why? Because their newest album ‘Cease To Begin’ is a musical tri-
umph, a notion towards absolute perfection, and one of the bestest things 
our ears have heard of late. And you know what else? The chances are 
that your mum, your baby brother and your granddad will probably like it 
too. The South Carolina trio serve an unbelievably beautiful, honest and 
fragile hybrid of folk, country and rock which fires burning arrows into the 
heart of the listener with every note. When it’s big, it’s divinely epic; when 
it’s small it feels like your best friend has been turned to dust and is curled 
up in the palm of your hand. Ultimately, it is the sound of cornfields and 
storm clouds, meadows and mountains – it is the sound of their surround-
ings. Ready yourselves, �008 is going to be the year of the horse.

ON DISC: ‘Cease To Begin’ (Sub Pop, out now)
ONLINE: www.myspace.com/bandofhorses
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE: Good music, Neil Young, Youth Group, Longview

BAND OF HORSES

Blackhole’s resume lists such achievements as sharing the stage with Gal-
lows, The Plight, Reuben, Devil Sold His Soul and From Autumn to Ashes, 
airplay from every radio station you can think of and even broadsheet 
newspaper coverage. Not bad, considering that they haven’t even been 
together for a year – or, indeed, finished their exams. If the first year of 
their career has been this fruitful, what on earth is going to happen for 
them next year? Wembley Stadium? A number one album worldwide? It 
would seem a natural continuance of their ascension thus far. Nepotism, 
of course, fundamentally underpins the structure of the music industry, 
so you might be unsurprised to hear that Blackhole’s frontman is one Mr 
Rich Carter – yes, that’s right, little bruvva of Frank and Steph of that little 
talked about band, Gallows. They even took the little tyke out on Warped 
Tour with them. Family associations aside, Blackhole do put on a great 
live show; they possess the same riotous, true Brit punk vibe that Rich’s 
older siblings have in abundance. Although they really are ever so young, 
the Hertfordshire five are already showing a great deal of promise – next 
year could well be the proof of their pudding.

ON DISC: ‘Harness’ EP, self released. Debut full length expected �008
ONLINE: Myspace.com/blackholesound
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE: Gallows, The Plight, Cancer Bats

BLACKHOLE
High-pitched Anthony Green-esque vocals mixed with harsh hardcore 
growls, dramatic keys and orchestrated guitars hardly seem a formula 
for success on America’s Billboard �00, a sales chart which is usually 
so heavily inundated with the latest commercial pop factory spit-
out or superficial rap jamz that the idea of any guttural growls seem 
blasphemous. Amazingly, this highly non-commercial Michigan six-piece 
debuted in mid-�007 at an impressive #� in the states with their theatrical 
rock-opera odyssey ‘Bone Palace Ballet’. Bringing their popular perfor-
mance to last summer’s Warped Tour, with favoured videos on US music 
channels and with repetitive spins on college, independent and rock radio, 
the band (pronounced ‘Chee-OH-dos’) have the cred to become to be the 
US’ next hot emo export.

ON DISC: ‘Bone Palace Ballet’ (Album, Equal Vision)
ONLINE: www.chiodos.net
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE:  Panic! At The Disco, Circa Survive, My Chemical 
Romance

CHIODOS

The assortment of mysteries, gossip, rumour and speculation surround-
ing this movie are at fever pitch right now, following � months of inge-
nious viral teaser campaigns online and in cinemas. Producer J.J Abrams 
is, of course, no stranger to whetting audience’s whistles and stringing 
them along – he’s the brains behind Lost after all – but the kind of hype 
building behind Cloverfield reminds Tuned A.D of that which surrounded 
The Blair Witch Project back in the late 90’s. And, with all Cloverfield’s ac-
tion (mega monster that may or may not look like a massive whale/ lizard 
hybrid) being captured home movie style, the parallels to the audience 
dividing Blair Witch are only heightened. However,  from the look of the 
latest teaser trailer, we’re pretty certain that Cloverfield’s terror core will 
actually be seen and not just heard from the depths of a shadowy forest… 
Either way, we’ll be queuing up to see it purely on the basis that the 
shot where the Statue of Liberty gets its cappa tated is one of the coolest 
things we’ve seen in ages. 

RELEASE DATE: January �008
ONLINE: www.cloverfieldmovie.com
WATCH IF YOU LIKE:  Lost, Godzilla, King Kong, Huge monsters 
smashing shit up

CLOVERFIELD
Since the release of their sophomore full length ‘No Salvation’ in August, 
the groundswell buzz building around this Louisville, Kentucky trio 
has been akin to the vibe that surrounded Mastodon back in the days 
of ‘Remission’. Right now you can barely attend a metal or hardcore 
show without seeing Coliseum’s name emblazoned across T-shirts, and 
their upcoming UK shows at the end of this month should serve only to 
heighten the fever. Splicing epic, melodic hardcore with elements of crust 
punk and rock n’ roll, Coliseum come on a bit like Motorhead if they’d 
grown up on hardcore, or like the older, wiser cousins of ‘Hot Damn’ era 
Every Time I Die. It’s a winning formula to be sure, and one that will tickle 
the UK’s already well fluffed hard on for dirty, punky, riffy tuneage in the 
wake of Gallows’ unstoppable rise to acclaim. 

ON DISC: ‘No Salvation’ (Album, Relapse)
ONLINE: Myspace.com/coliseum
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE: Every Time I Die, Mastodon, Gallows, Modern Life 
Is War

COLISEUM
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Cry For Silence aren’t exactly a new name; the London quintet have been 
gigging around for many a year now, touring alongside everyone from 
cult heroes SikTh to mainstream megalodons My Chemical Romance. 
However, with but one four-tracker to their name (�00�’s ‘The Longest 
Day’ E.P) the band have remained a jewel of the UK underground. �008 
should see this all change though - the melodic hardcore tinged metallers 
have just inked a deal with Visible Noise, where they find themselves 
in the company of such homegrown heavyweights as Bring Me The 
Horizon, Bullet For My Valentine and Lostprophets. Their riff laden debut 
full length - due for release in February - was produced by Dan Weller 
and Justin Hill of the aforementioned Hertfordshire tech-prog-metallers 
and sees CFS hitting their prime; the songs crash from vintage-Metallica 
shred fests - complete some truly epic, virtuoso soloing – to pummelling, 
double downtuned Meshuggah grooves, tastefully touching upon melodic 
hardcore hallmarks in the process. It’s taken them a lot of blood, sweat, 
tears, shit drives and shittier riders, but Cry For Silence are finally in good 
stead to reap the rewards and wider respect they so rightly deserve. 

ON DISC: Debut album due February �008 via Visible Noise, title TBC
ONLINE: www.myspace.com/cryforsilence
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE: Meshuggah, Shai Hulud, Metallica

CRY FOR SILENCE
This Worcester, Massachusettes quintet have already built up quite the 
following on their home turf, but the year ahead will see them setting 
their sights on international recognition. Their stunning debut album, 
‘Rise Or Die Trying’ (already out stateside via I Surrender Records), spins 
around a simple but devastatingly effective central idea axis; Four Year 
Strong take the classic structures, shapes and hooks of infectious pop-
punk and powerpop and lock them in tightly, brightly and sprightly to 
hardcore grooves and breakdowns, icing the whole why-wasn’t-this-done-
sooner formula with a perfect dose of mathy, muso-friendly suss. While 
the concept of New Found Glory and Taking Back Sunday colliding with 
The Hope Conspiracy might seem a strange equation on paper, trust us 
- it really, really works, with euphoric, energetic aplomb at that.
At the time of writing, ‘Rise Or Die Trying’ is without a UK label home, 
but the album will no doubt find it’s transatlantic sea legs soon enough… 
Hell, even the most half witted A&R rep should be able to sniff out Four 
Year Strong’s potential for success on our shores! 

ON DISC: ‘Rise Or Die Trying’ (Album, I Surrender Records)
ONLINE: www.myspace.com/fouryearstrong 
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE: Taking Back Sunday, New Found Glory, Set Your 
Goals, Hit The Lights, The Hope Conspiracy, Throwdown

FOUR YEAR STRONG

Clutching his beautiful acoustic guitar to his chest, about to blaze through 
another folk-inspired, intensely personal rant about an ex, the state of 
society (or lack of it) or the fun times he’s had out with friends, Frank 
Turner has a way with words and a tune. �008 should see his sophomore 
effort ‘Love, Ire and Song’ launched skywards in an attempt to blanket 
the sky with irresistible chants, melodies and wordplay. If you’re playing 
catch-up, check out ‘Sleep Is For The Week’, an astonishing volume of 
appropriately intelligent rock music guaranteed to raise a smile, a fist or 
tease a tear. There’s no doubt that Frank’s ambitions are high and from 
the choice cuts he’s played at recent shows he may well be churning out a 
most formidable attack in his arsenal of alcohol laments and clear-minded 
social assaults. Everyone needs a Frank Turner in their life, so – in �008 
– make it this one.

ON DISC: ‘Love, Ire And Song’, album, due in spring via Xtra Mile
ONLINE: www.myspace.com/frankturner
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE: Jonah Matranga/ Onelinedrawing, Million Dead, 
Dustin Kensrue

FRANK TURNER

Twenty years ago, when a bunch of greasy dudes jumped on a piece of 
plywood with wheels and slid inside abandoned pools, everyone thought 
they were maniacs. Same thing when they started strapping the plywood 
to their feet and going down ski slopes. So yeah, skate and snowboarders 
can get air, but �0 feet?  Pssssh…try �0.  No net, no ‘chute, no harness, 
okay?  Freerunning, the sport of, well, running and jumping on tops of 
buildings and other urban obstacles was developed a few years ago when 
a couple of Frenchmen combined gymnastics, martial arts and acrobatics.  
Since it’s appeared in Nike adverts, and the movies District �� and Casino 
Royale. And, the sport has just gone ‘official’, thanks to its own shoe 
designed by K-Swiss.  Check out one of own writer’s experience with the 
sport in this month’s Grand Central section. And remember; don’t look 
down!

ONLINE: www.urbanfreeflow.com, www.overunderthrough.co.uk

FREERUNNING: 
THE NEW EXTREME SPORT

Just when you thought Google, with their search engine, Gmail, Google 
Earth, Picasa and whole other host of free web and computing applica-
tions that make our lives SO much easier couldn’t get any better, they’ve 
decided to enter the mobile phone game.  After a long-rumored theory 
that they’d be releasing a ‘GPhone’, Google has finally announced that 
they won’t be producing their own hardware but instead an entire free 
shareware platform for mobile phones. Named ‘Android’, the application, 
thanks to ‘The Open Handset Alliance’ of over �0 handset developers, 
provides you with the all the development tools, source codes, emulators 
and libraries you’ll need to create your own mobile phone application.  
The sky’s the limit now as far as getting your phone to do what you want.  
Tech nerds rejoice!

RELEASE DATE: out now
ONLINE: http://code.google.com/android
PRICE: FREE

GOOGLE ANDROID
This year, Daryl Palumbo finally made a welcome return to British shores 
with Head Automatica and Glassjaw, and �008 promises highly antici-
pated new full lengths from both bands. However, the prolific musical 
entrepreneur and busy-diary-addict is also set upon introducing the world 
to two more of his many projects; United Nations (featuring Geoff from 
Thursday and Ben Koller of Converge) and House Of Blow, Palumbo’s 
collaboration with Hatebreed guitarist Sean Martin. Though music for 
United Nations has yet to emerge (insiders tell us to expect furious, 
stripped down hardcore), House Of Blow have posted two demo tracks 
- ‘Banger’ and ‘Afghani Black’ - on their MySpace page to whet our collec-
tive whistles. If these tunes are anything to go by, the band’s upcoming 
E.P and album will carve a middle ground somewhere between the dirty, 
electronic grooves of early Head Automatica and the darker, ominous 
vibes of Glassjaw; a most inviting, ice cool musical equation. This House 
is one you’ll definitely want a key to.

ON DISC: Debut EP due spring 08, album to follow
ONLINE: Myspace.com/hellisheartless
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE: Glassjaw, Head Automatica

HOUSE OF BLOW

After more than a decade of developmental hell, the fourth Indiana 
Jones film is finally about to arrive, with a May release finally penned in. 
Directed by Steven Spielberg, produced by George Lucas and starring, 
obviously, Harrison Ford in the title role, the film is supported by an all 
star cast including Transformers star and Cardboard City crewster Shia 
LeBeouf, Cate Blanchett and Ray Winstone. Factoring in ten years plus of 
anticipation and the undeniable cult status of the previous three movies, 
one can only wonder if this is quite possibly going to be one of the big-
gest movies ever released. The huge gap preceding this instalment was 
largely due to the insistence of Spielberg, Lucas and Ford on finding the 
absolute best possible screenplay for what some, quite understandably, 
tip to be the final instalment in the Jones legacy. The biggest screenwrit-
ers in Hollywood penned drafts, including Jeb Stuart – the man behind 
Die Hard, the ever imaginative M. Night Shyamalan who gave us the likes 
of The Sixth Sense and Unbreakable, and the three time academy award-
nominated Frank Darabont, the man behind the Shawshank Redemption 
and The Green Mile, before David Koepp (a previous Spielberg col-
laborator on the Jurassic Park franchise) came forward with a script that 
satisfied everyone. All in all, very little is known about the actual plot of 
the film as yet, except that it centres around the mysterious Crystal Skulls 
and this time pits Dr. Jones against agents of the Soviet Union. Spielberg 
promises a movie that fits right alongside the other three, with epic sets, 
very little reliance on digital effects, and a lot of impressive stunts, most 
of which will be performed by a remarkably youthful looking Ford himself.

RELEASE DATE: ��nd May �008
ONLINE: www.indianajones.com/
WATCH IF YOU LIKE:  Dusty trilbys, whips and Harrison Ford’s wry smirk

INDIANA JONES AND THE KINGDOM 
OF THE CRYSTAL SKULL

“Hello.  I’m a Mac…”
“And I’m an iPhone. I’m also a Mac. I create mass hysteria and stampedes 
whenever I make my debut. This November, hundreds of people waited 
hours for me on London’s Regent Street in the freezing cold.  And in New 
York, they queued up a full four days in advance.  I’m a widescreen video 
iPod.  And a web browser.  And a camera.  I can send instant messages 
via iChat. E-mails too.  Did I mention you can also use me to make calls?  
Even with all these features and a simple, elegant design I can fit in the 
palm of your hand… and up your social status a notch or two.”

RELEASE DATE: Out now on the O� network
ONLINE: www.apple.com/uk/iphone
PRICE: £��9 with a minimum term �8 month pay monthly O� tariff for 
iPhone

iphone
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FOCUS : MUSIC TUNED HOT LIST 2008

If Daryl Palumbo grew up a decade later on this side of the Atlantic with 
Lostprophets rather than Bad Brains as his domestic idols, you’d get Kids 
in Glass Houses. Wales’ latest five-piece export have been tipped the 
next hot thing by Mr. Lostprophets himself - he even brought the Cardiff 
lads onstage to accept his prize at a recent awards show. Blending the 
modulating vocal lines and swagger of their Long Island avant-gardecore 
idol mashed up with some of the catchiest powerpop hooks of recent 
memory, it’s no wonder they’re earning the respect of their fellow coun-
trymen.  After playing to packed tent crowds at this year’s Give It A Name, 
Download and Reading and Leeds festivals, and with their first full-length 
currently in production and a recording deal with an as yet unrevealed 
label (you might be surprised to learn who has signed them) in the bag, 
the crest of the next Welsh wave is about to come crashing down.

ON DISC: Debut album, due early �008 
ONLINE: myspace.com/kidsinglasshouses
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE: Head Automatica, Glassjaw, Lostprophets, Jimmy 
Eat World

KIDS IN GLASS HOUSES
One of the latest additions to the Vagrant family, this Indiana four-piece 
mix alt-country twang with ominous haunting organs and the occasional 
bit of distorted gothic synth.  Originally discovered by Thursday’s Geoff 
Rickley (who also produced and released their first full-length), Murder By 
Death are set to release their fourth, ‘Red Of Tooth And Claw’ - an album 
that will hopefully, finally bring their Americana/’Home on the Range’ 
inspired tunes to much acclaim overseas this spring.

ON DISC: ‘Red Of Tooth And Claw’ (Album, due Spring �008 via Vagrant)
ONLINE: www.murderbydeath.com
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE:  Dustin Kensrue, Cursive, Nick Cave & The Bad 
Seeds, Johnny Cash

MURDER BY DEATH

Released in the US less than two months ago, No Country For Old Men 
is already being heralded as one of the Coen Brothers best films to date; 
amongst rumours of Academy Award nominations aplenty, No Country 
For Old Men has already become a must see, for both fans of the broth-
ers’ unique style and movie goers everywhere. Set in the stark landscapes 
of �980’s El Paso, Texas, an opportunistic but predominantly innocent 
deer hunter (Tommy Lee Jones) stumbles upon a slew of wrecked 
vehicles, dead bodies and a suitcase containing $� million. The rightful 
owners of the suitcase hire bounty hunter Anton Chigurth (Javier Bardem) 
and another man, Carson Wells (Woody Harrelson) to track it down – a 
big mistake, as the frighteningly psychotic Chigurth deeply resents the 
competition and a merciless and bloody chase ensues, with the bumbling 
Wells reportedly providing much needed comedic juxtaposition to the 
thrilling action.
Already being likened by critics to the Cohen brothers’ widely regarded 
masterpieces Miller’s Crossing and Blood Simple, �008 could herald a 
return to form from two of Hollywood’s most capable and diverse film 
makers, and serve to elevate them out of their lucrative yet bizarre main-
stream-yet-cult status into the ranks of the directorial greats. No Country 
For Old Men could well be the slow-moving, darkly funny, character-driv-
en masterpiece fans of the pair have been waiting for since the mid 90’s.

RELEASE DATE: �8th January
ONLINE: www.nocountryforoldmen-themovie.com
WATCH IF YOU LIKE:  Off kilter humour, slow boiled action, epic scenery 
and intelligent dialogue

NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
Yeah, so shredding on Guitar Hero is fun and those karaoke games are 
entertaining, particularly when your bro gets a bit too heartfelt on some 
Backstreet Boys ballad. But it’s not great when you’ve got a roomful of 
chumps to entertain and the best you can offer is duet performances or 
battling axes. Thankfully, Hamonix Music Systems have answered your 
rock n roll prayers with Rock Band, a multi-player game that is, well, just 
that. With an impressive soundtrack that includes hits from Fall Out Boy, 
Iron Maiden, Nirvana, Black Sabbath and The Beastie Boys you can jam 
on drums, rip on a Fender guitar and bass controller (which contains the 
traditional twenty-four fret buttons, as opposed to Guitar Hero’s measly 
five), and practice those pipes with the a mic that includes a phoneme 
detector to pick up individual vowels and consonants. ROCK ON!

PLATFORMS: Playstation �, Playstation �, Xbox ��0
RELEASE DATE: Early �008 (Harmonix Music Systems)
ONLINE: www.rockband.com
PLAY IF YOU LIKE: Guitar Hero, SingStar

ROCK BAND

How is this not going to be good? Chris Nolan’s hugely anticipated follow 
up to his Joel Schumacher eradicating, character franchise reigniting 
Batman Begins is set to be THE film of 2008. Where Schumacher’s vision 
of the Batman universe paralleled the Adam West starring, ‘kapow’ heavy 
�0’s TV imagining, Nolan’s creative ambitions are much, much truer to 
the noir spirit of Frank Miller’s revered graphic novels, ‘Batman: Year One’ 
and ‘The Dark Knight Returns’, comics that portrayed Batman as a trou-
bled, tormented victim of obsession rather than a camped up costume 
freak. And with Heath Ledger’s Joker coming complete with a Chelsea 
smile, we can’t imagine that The Dark Knight is going to signify a change 
in tone. Suffice to say, we are very, very stoked to witness the movie’s 
arrival. If you miss it, you are a fucking idiot – simple as that. Kapow! 

RELEASE DATE: ��th July �008
ONLINE: www.thedarkknight.warnerbros.com
WATCH IF YOU LIKE:  Batman Begins, Frank Miller, dark obsessions, 
vigilantes

THE DARK KNIGHT
While most bands from Brooklyn feel it best to glamorise their indie rock 
and roll lifestyle by singing about spray-on jeans in Morrissey styled 
melancholy brood backed by disco synths, The Hold Steady - whose four 
out of five members are originally from the middle America (i.e. middle of 
nowhere) city of Minneapolis - are one of the few to keep it real. With sto-
rytelling lyrics backed by The Boss-influenced driving guitars, frontman 
Craig Finn poeticises with refreshing honesty about what he knows; a lot 
of boredom-fuelled pot smoking and boozing, religion, sex and the girl 
next door.  With a new, yet-to-be titled album slated for Summer �008, 
the freewheeling rockers are set to strengthen the new American Indie 
army of Americana-inspired songwriters that includes Tuned faves Band 
Of Horses in its ranks. 

ON DISC: Album (title TBC), Vagrant Records, due Summer �008
ONLINE: www.theholdsteady.com
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE:  Modest Mouse, Ted Leo, Bruce Springsteen, Spoon

THE HOLD STEADY

Tuned heroes Thrice have already wowed us this year with the first half of 
their � disc concept effort ‘The Alchemy Index’, and spring 08 will see the 
project completed with the release of parts III and IV, ‘Earth’ and ‘Air’. Ac-
cording to the band’s series of studio videos and to official inside sources, 
‘Earth’ will feature heavily stripped down, folk influenced tracks akin to 
frontman Dustin Kensrue’s solo album ‘Please Come Home’. And as if 
that wasn’t an exciting enough prospect, ‘Air’ is reportedly the project’s 
pinnacle disc, the bridge between Thrice’s reservoir of ideas. We are 
simply bubbling with anticipation to hear the whole �� track album in one 
sitting, and to see Thrice make a long overdue return to UK venues in live 
support of their ambitious masterpiece.  
 

ON DISC: ‘The Alchemy Index Parts III & IV: Earth & Air’ (Album, due 
spring)
ONLINE: Myspace.com/thrice

THRICE
Hailing from the prolific musical plains of Boston, Massachusettes, The 
Receiving End Of Sirens have joined the slowly but surely increasing pack 
of stateside bands wrapping elements of post-hardcore, down tempo 
rock, electronica and prog sensibilities around a luscious pop heart. The 
result: music as intelligently layered and complex as it is memorable and 
accessible. 
Having left the riffier, less distinctive tones of their 2005 debut well and 
truly behind, TREOS have also blossomed from small acorns into a band 
with a brain; ‘The Earth Sings Mi Fa Mi’ is conceptually based around a 
head spinning astronomical theory, so there’s plenty of food for thought 
too alongside the involving, spacious tuneage. 
The UK release of ‘The Earth…’ is planned for spring 08, and with audi-
ence’s hearts and minds finally turning away from metalcore and back 
toward melody, the band should indeed find themselves on the receiving 
end of sirens.  

ON DISC: ‘The Earth Sings Mi Fa Mi’ (Album, Triple Crown)
ONLINE: Myspace.com/thereceivingendofsirens
LISTEN IF YOU LIKE: Thrice, Circa Survive, Brand New

THE RECEIVING END OF SIRENS
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THRICE
‘The Alchemy Index Parts I & II: Fire & Water’
VAGRANT

1
Thrice’s fifth album - the first half of a 4 disc, self produced, 24 track concept work themed around the elements – was an epic achievement 
on all fronts. An opus of applaudable scope and ambition, ‘The Alchemy Index’ saw the Californian quartet exploring every aspect of the 
broad musical identity they have spent their dynamic career thus far establishing. Loaded with driving, riff laden charges beefed out by 

gluttonous guitars and Dustin Kensrue’s belting, throaty roar, the ‘Fire’ disc offered up some of Thrice’s heaviest and most cinematic moments 
to date without once resorting to modern metal cliché. ‘Water’, however, was the real revelation, picking up the threads of tracks such as 
‘Atlantic’ (from �00�’s masterful ‘Vheissu’) and using them to sew a subtle, intricate tapestry of evocative sonics. From the opening rainwater 
drops of ‘Digital Sea’ to the spine pestering, shimmering instrumental ‘Night Swimming’, Thrice boldly trod a musical terrain usually occupied 
by the likes of Mogwai, Explosions In The Sky and Boards Of Canada and pulled it off with impassioned, undeniable conviction. No other 
album this year was as daring and refined as ‘The Alchemy Index’, and one can only salivate at the thought that at this point, we only know the 
half. 

LG

ALBUMS OF THE YEARTHE JURY

BIFFY CLYRO
‘Puzzle’ 
��TH FLOOR

2
Biffy Clyro’s fourth studio album entered the UK charts at number 
�, at last cementing the band a position in the mainstream arena. 
Having spent years existing in the relative anonymity of cult status, 

‘Puzzle’ saw the Scottish trio’s lives and careers transformed completely. 
An astounding achievement that held testimony to the strength and 
ability of these three young men; right from the sharp, disorientating 
stabs that open ‘Living Is A Problem Because Everything Dies’ through 
to the cursed, broken but ultimately extremely hope inspiring close of 
‘Machines’, this album knocked the breath out of the listener with its 
musical prowess and humbling lyrical honesty. It still stands as the 
most perfectly communicated expression of grief, recovery and anger 
imaginable; it’s almost unbelievable that such complex emotions could 
be presented through the medium of music so consummately. Although it 
was perhaps Biffy Clyro’s poppiest and most accessible album to date, any 
suggestion that they had ‘sold out’ was met with barefaced defiance from 
both the band and their true fans alike. If anything, Biffy Clyro proved that 
the industry perceived lines drawn around ‘what people want’ are weaker 
and greyer than ever. This album was by no means easy, definitely not 
something to switch off to and, almost certainly, absolutely timeless. 

HAS

BAND OF HORSES
‘Cease to Begin’ 
SUB POP

3
Band of Horses’ breathtaking sophomore effort provided many 
with a first taste of the South Carolina based trio, lifting them by 
the scruff of the neck from the US indie-underground and into the 

hearts and minds of America’s Joe Public amongst a snowball of media 
attention. Exuding a darkly emotive quality and an incredibly delicate 
feeling of space, ‘Cease To Begin’ could be compared to a more grown 
up, scholarly Dinosaur Jr; albeit with the ubiquitous grunge sound of the 
early 90s completely discarded in favour of majestically stark indie mixed 
with tasteful flourishes of country and southern rock. Lucid yet hazy shoe-
gazing guitars washed with Ben Bridwell’s ethereal and haunting vocals - 
the result some of the most atmospheric tuneage put out by any rock band 
this year. With this album Band Of Horses finally raised the bar several 
notches in the solemn-indie stakes, gracing the world with a beautiful and 
very serious piece of work. 

AG

THE BLED
‘Silent Treatment’ 
VAGRANT

4
The Bled’s debut full length ‘Pass The Flask’ was a ferocious, 
math-infused makeover of the melodic hardcore formula, but 
second offering ‘Found in the Flood’ saw the band veer off on a 

dangerously self-indulgent and somewhat less appealing tangent. In 
hindsight, however, this bold move has paid off, because the Tuscan, 
Arizona quintet returned this year with third opus ‘Silent Treatment’ 
and sounded better than ever. Carefully combining the jarring, complex 
riffage and surprisingly head-noddable math of their debut with the more 
experimental approach to song structure and the effective use of vocal 
melody showcased on ‘…Flood’s high points, ‘Silent Treatment’ was a true 
tour de force, working to re-inspire a fanbase left alienated by the band’s 
sophomore slump. 

AG

ALBUMS OF THE YEAR
2007 was certainly a dynamic year for heavy music. With metalcore finally, at long last repenting on its alternative scene stranglehold, 
attention was deservedly paid to bands of a more imaginative persuasion – from assertive, confident powerpop and textured prog to 
intelligent metal and sombre, downbeat rock. It’s been tough to pick the best of the bunch, but we’ve given it a crack, so let us present 
to you, Tuned’s definitive Top 10 albums of 2007!  

WRITERS: LEANDER GLOVERSMITH, MEREDITH GARDNER, HATTIE ADAM-SMITH, ALEX GREGORY
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PARAMORE
‘Riot!’ 
FUELLED BY RAMEN

5
On Paramore’s sophomore release the Tennessee foursome 
demonstrated that pop formulas, when fronted by someone as 
skilled as Hayley Williams, can still sound edgy. While their �00� 

debut, ‘All We Know is Failing’ explored this, it was but a wind-up for 
‘Riot’s suckerpunch to the face. With the vocal chops of someone easily 
fifteen years her senior, the orange-haired hope sung about the same 
shizz every other pop teen queen bangs on about; relationships, boys 
and all that other high school drama.  But this wasn’t some gimmick 
constructed by some middle-aged music mogul - as the band likes to 
assert; Paramore is a band, and on this über-catchy album the radiating 
lyrics, big production, chugging riffs and head-bopping rhythms were 
refreshing, showcasing a group that clearly doesn’t need the guidance of 
some washed-up ‘rock coach’ to steer their career. 

MG

COMEBACK KID
‘Broadcasting’ 
VICTORY

6
This third full length from the Canadian melodic hardcore troupe 
saw guitarist Andrew Neufeld making his debut as lead vocalist, 
diversifying and expanding the Comeback Kid sound in the process. 

Though previous platters ‘Turn It Around’ and breakthrough joint ‘Wake 
The Dead’ were cult hits with hardcore audiences, ‘Broadcasting’ was a 
ballsy, ambitious stab at the bigger picture, astutely balancing the band’s 
roots with a fresh, broader appeal. Amongst the band’s already established 
arsenal of anthemic shoutbacks and gang chants, Neufeld placed melodies 
which (once you got over the slight Linkin Park-isms) proved thrillingly 
memorable, while the glossy but punchy production rendered everything 
in soaring, epic stereo. 

LG

COHEED AND CAMBRIA
‘No World For Tomorrow’ 
COLUMBIA

7
Even though their fourth release was the ending sequence of the 
New York prog rocker’s space odyssey quadrilogy, marked by various 
line-up changes and personal tragedies, it was, surprisingly, not a 

somber end. On this, their poppiest and most hopeful album yet, Sanchez 
& Co. borrowed the skins-slamming help of Foo Fighters’ Taylor Hawkins 
and enlisted former Rush producer Nick Raskulinecz to craft an album 
that sounded like, well, Rush. The influence of other prog rockers like Led 
zeppelin and Pink Floyd was in there too, along with Sachez’s trademark 
freakishly girlish vocals, superb shredding and countless musical 
references to album themes past. Though not as awesomely complex as 
�00�’s ‘In Keeping Secrets of Silent Earth’, ‘NWFT’ proved to Co&Ca fans 
that the band still could create unearthly technical rock after the rather 
forgettable ‘Good Apollo �’. 

MG

ALBUMS OF THE YEARTHE JURY

CIRCA SURVIVE
‘On Letting Go’ 
EQUAL VISION

8
Circa Survive’s follow up to �00�’s ‘Juturna’ showcased a band 
maturing and refining their sound at a rate of knots, condensing 
textured, effect-laden guitar lines and prog-meandering into 

cohesive pop song structures. Frontman Anthony Green’s pitch-perfect 
wail soared effortlessly above layers of wailing lead guitar, stripped 
down bass grooves and splashy, intricate percussion, coming across 
like The Mars Volta writing a glorious and dynamic pop record. Neatly 
sidestepping emo clichés and successfully delivering a unique and wholly 
accessible opus in the process, ‘On Letting Go’ remains an extremely 
rewarding platter; overflowing with expert hooks and disciplined, creative 
musicianship, it continues to reveal less immediate textures on each return 
listen. 

AG

MODERN LIFE IS WAR
‘Midnight In America’ 
EQUAL VISION

9
Iowan melodic hardcore fivepiece Modern Life is War used the 
release of their third full-length to further develop their own brand 
of beatdown-free hardcore.  With angst-filled chants and militantly 

precise rhythms, tracks like ‘The Motorcyle Boy Reigns’ and ‘Big City 
Dreams’ contained sonic surprises as they gradually moved from agitated 
amphetamine amped fasts to melodically slow molasses. Amongst the 
standout tracks was ‘Stagger Lee’, a much-covered American blues song 
from the �9th century. MLIW’s anguished and tormented take dramatically 
paralleled the ‘angry at the world’ emotion of hardcore music with that 
of the tormented and troubled lament of the blues. ‘Midnight In America’ 
proved just how inspiring and thought provoking aggressive music can be 
when it’s sincere and from the heart, rather than the jockstrap. 

MG

MINUS THE BEAR
‘Planet Of Ice’ 
UNDERGROOVE

0
Let’s face it, the release of ‘Planet Of Ice’ did not incite a massive 
hoohah and attract Minus The Bear a blizzard (sorry) of media 
attention. It would be fair to say that its release went pretty much 

unnoticed by most. What it did do, however, was cement them the cult 
status that they established with �00�’s ‘Menos El Oso’, and remind 
their small but devoted collection of fans of their propensity for absolute 
brilliance. With this record, Minus The Bear leant away from their 
previously signature indie edge and further into the slippery land of that 
oh-so vague term, ‘prog’. This wasn’t wizard and dragon prog though, this 
was ice cool (sorry), white suit and technically astute deliverance. 

HAS

1
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LEANDER GLOVERSMITH
Content and Features

�. Coliseum – ‘No Salvation’ (Relapse)
�. As Cities Burn – ‘Come Now Sleep’ (Tooth And Nail)
�. Crime In Stereo - ‘Is Dead’ (Bridge 9)
�. Devil Sold His Soul – ‘A Fragile Hope’ (Eyesofsound)
�. Dead Swans – ‘Southern Blue’ (Thirty Days Of Night)
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Sevendust – ‘Alpha’

SLIPPED THROUGH THE NET
Tuned staffers’ Top � picks of the ones that got away…  

ALEX GREGORY
Content and Reviews

�. Prefuse 7� – ‘Preparations’ (Warp)
�. Architects – ‘Ruin’ (United By Fate)
�. Crime In Stereo - ‘Is Dead’ (Bridge 9)
�. Oceansize – ‘Frames’ (Superball)
�. This is Hell – ‘Sundowning’ (Trustkill)
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Dizzee Rascal – ‘Maths And English’

JON BARMBY
Design and Web

�. A Wilhelm Scream – ‘Career Suicide’ (Nitro)
�. The End – ‘Elementary’ (Relapse)
�. The Chariot - ‘The Fiancée’ (Century Media)
�. Coliseum – ‘No Salvation’ (Relapse)
�. Architects – ‘Ruin’ (United By Fate)
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Sean Kingston – ‘Beautiful Girl’

MEREDITH GARDNER
Features and Lifestyle

�. The Arcade Fire – ‘Neon Bible’ (Rough Trade)
2. Four Year Strong – ‘Rise Or Die Trying’ (I Surrender Records)
�. Justice - ‘Cross’ (Ed Banger Records)
�. Architects – ‘Ruin’ (United By Fate)
�. M.I.A – ‘Kala’ (Xl Recordings)
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Lil’ Mama – ‘Lipgloss’

AND THE REST...
Tuned scribes pick their personal Top �’s of �007, plus a closet delight… 

STEVE FLETCHER

�. Mewithoutyou – ‘Brother, Sister’
�. Minus The Bear – ‘Planet Of Ice’
�. Hermano – ‘…Into The Exam Room’
�. Unkle – ‘War Stories’
�. Interpol – ‘Our Love To Admire’
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Fall Out Boy – ‘Thanks for the Mmrs’

JOHN WEBBER

�. Thrice – ‘The Alchemy Index’
�. Devil Sold His Soul – ‘A Fragile Hope’
�. Architects – ‘Ruin’
�. Dear And The Headlights – ‘Small Steps, Heavy Hooves’
�. A Wilhelm Scream – ‘Career Suicide’
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Vanessa Carlton – ‘Heroes And Thieves’

BEN HOPKINS

�. Dillinger Escape Plan – ‘Ire Works’
�. Bad Religion – ‘New Maps of Hell’ 
�. Aqualung – ‘Memory Man’
�. Silversun Pickups – ‘Carnavas’ 
�. Tomahawk – ‘Anonymous’
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Levi Roots - ‘Reggae Reggae Sauce’, 
because it reminded me of dinner. Hmmm, spice.

JIM BURT

�. Every Time I Die -‘The Big Dirty’
�. Job For A Cowboy - ‘Genesis’
�. Despised Icon -‘The Ills Of Modern Man’
�. Circa Survive -‘On Letting Go’
�. Biffy Clyro - ‘Puzzle’
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: �0 Seconds To Mars - ‘From Yesterday’

BRAD BARRETT

�. Les Savy Fav – Lets Stay Friends
�. Meet Me In St Louis – Variations On Swing
�. Future Of The Left – Curses
�. Liars – Liars
�. Frank Turner – Sleep is For The Week
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Enter Shikari - ‘Acid Nation’

RUTH BOOTH

�. Hopesfall – ‘Magnetic North’
�. Thrice – ‘The Alchemy Index Vol. � & �’
�. Frank Turner – ‘Sleep Is For The Week’
�. Will Haven – ‘The Hierophant’
�. Shaped By Fate – ‘The Unbeliever’
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Rhianna – ‘Umbrella’

ANTHONY GILES 

�. Machine Head - ‘The Blackening’
�. Neurosis - ‘Given To The Rising’
�. Converge/Agoraphobic Nosebleed - ‘The Poacher Diaries’ 
(Re-issue)
�. Demiricous - ‘Two (Poverty)’
�. Down - ‘III: Over The Under’
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Phil Collins - ‘Greatest Hits’

STANLEY RICHARD SOMERVILLE

�. Brand New - ‘The Devil And God Are Raging Inside Me’ 
�. Akimbo - ‘Navigating The Bronze’
�. Architects - ‘Ruin’
�. Coliseum - ‘No Salvation’
�. Dead Swans - ‘Southern Blue’
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Fall Out Boy - ‘Infinity On High’

SARAH ROSS 

�. Priestess - ‘Hello Master’
�. The Living End - ‘State Of Emergency’
�. Turbonegro - ‘Retox’
�. Cutting Pink With Knives - ‘Populuxxe’
�. The Hyperjax - ‘The Bottom Line’
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Manic Street Preachers – ‘Send Away The 
Tigers’ (it pains me to say it, but they are no longer the band they 
once were)

MATTHEW INGHAM 

�. Thrice – ‘The Alchemy Index’
�. Coheed And Cambria – ‘No World For Tomorrow’
�. Skindred – ‘Roots Rock Riot’
�. Every Time I Die – ‘The Big Dirty’
�. The Gaslight Anthem – ‘Sink Or Swim’
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Leona Lewis - ‘Bleeding Love’ - it’s a right tune! 
Listen to it � times and you’re addicted!

HATTIE ADAM-SMITH 

�. Oceansize - ‘Frames’ (Superball)
�. Emanuel – ‘Black Earth Tiger’  (Vagrant)
�. Reuben – ‘In Nothing We Trust’ (Hideous)
�. Architects – ‘Ruin’ (United By Fate)
�. The Twilight Sad – ‘Fourteen Autumns And Fifteen Winters’ (Fat 
Cat)
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Klaxons – ‘Golden Skans’ (I feel dirty and 
horrible but I can’t help it.) 

LUCY FREEMAN 

�. Band of Horses – ‘Cease To Begin’
�. Thrice – ‘The Alchemy Index: Fire & Water’
�. Circa Survive – ‘On Letting Go’
�. Architects – ‘Ruin’
�. The Bled - ‘Silent Treatment’
 

GUILTY PLEASURE: Avril Lavigne - ‘Girlfriend’
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FASHION: DAD WEAR

�. ‘Clayton’ Pinstripe Jacket by Fenchurch
�. ‘Prince of Wales’ Trench by Topman
�. ‘Alcazar’ Prison Issues by Vans
�. ‘No Skool’ Mids by Vans
�. Sk8 Low by Vans
�. ‘Mission Plaid’ Backpack by Dakine
7. ‘Milano’ Cardigan by Fenchurch
8. ‘Paris’ Beanie by Fenchurch
9. ‘Kaye’ Plaid Bag by Fenchurch
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�0. ‘Checkerboard’ Scarf by Fenchurch
��. ‘Full Stone’ Trucker Hat by Volcom
��. ‘Saw’ New Era Cap by DC Shoes
��. ‘The One and Only’ Suit Cap by Hurley
��. ‘Iro’ Dogtooth Wallet by Fenchurch
��. ‘Corone’ Dogtooth Belt by Fenchurch
��. ‘High Time’ Cap by OBEY
�7. ‘Thirston’ Wallet by OBEY
�8. ‘Clayton’ Plaid Jacket by Fenchurch
�9. ‘Datsun’ Cardigan by Fenchurch

Can we please leave the block letter tees, Black Parade 
jackets and anything ‘designed’ by Pete Wentz back in ’07?  
Here’s the best upcoming trends for ’08 to replace all that 
open space in your closet.
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FASHION TRENDS 08FASHION: MATHS CLASS

�. ‘Death Valley’ Hoodie by Fly ��
�. ‘Acid’ Lightweight Jacket by Fly ��
�. ‘Daglish’ Hoodie by Fly ��
�. ‘Agnes’ Beanie by Nixon
�. ‘Blast It’ Belt by Element
�. ‘Building Starlight’ Tee by Fenchurch
7. ‘Bezerker’ Hoodie by DC Shoes
8. ‘Chaos’ Hoodie by Alpinestars
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9. ‘Plug’ Hoodie by Fenchurch
�0. ‘Geo’ Hoodie by Volcom
��. ‘Lightning Bolt’ Cap by Vurt
��. ‘The Geometry’ Tee by Scifen
��. Track Jacket by Pharmacy Industry
��. Black Ring by Freedom at Topshop
��. ‘Mary Ann’ Shoe by Roxy
��. Classic Slip On Shoe by Vans
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FASHION TRENDS 08FASHION: SHIPS AHOY

�. ‘Crushed Purple’ Long-sleeve T by Fenchurch
�. Striped Rope Tie Skirt by Alpine Stars
�. Striped V-Neck by H&M
�. Striped Sweater by Atticus
�. Sailor Babydoll Sweatshirt by Rojas
�. ‘Modical’ Mandana by Nixon
7. ‘Street Pirate’ Tee by OBEY
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8. ‘Skipper’ Navy Shoe by Quicksilver
9. ‘Broadway’ Polo by Zoo York
�0. ‘The Rotolog’ Watch by Nixon
��. ‘Dew Norford’ Sweater by Fenchurch
��. ‘Naz’ New Era Cap by Quicksilver
��. ‘80s Skull’ Beanie by Billabong
��. ‘Jada’ Belt by Fenchurch
��. ‘The Skyline’ Watch by Nixon
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FASHION: PICTURE PERFECTFASHION: RIDE ‘EM COWBOY
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�. Plaid Button-Down by H&M
�. ‘John J’ Hooded Flannel Shirt by Zoo York
�. Plaid Button-Down by Atticus
�. ‘High Noon’ Scarves by OBEY
�. Bandana by Upper Playground
�. ‘Truce Design’ Tote bag by Upper Playground
7. ‘Bandana’ Messenger by Zoo York
8. ‘Diverge’ Shirt by Kirra
9. Belt Buckle by SuperFishal
�0. ‘Dabrye’ Button-Down by Fenchurch 
��. ‘Bandito’ Hoodie by Stussy
��. ‘Tommy Tassle’ Suede Boot by Shellys

‘Hipster Posse’ Pima Tee by OBEY ‘Mug Shots’ Hoodie by Upper Playground ‘Submission’ Wallet by OBEY ‘Stangler’ Tee by Rogue Status

‘Shark’ Hoodie by Upper Playground ‘Outer Space’ Hoodie by 
Upper Playground

‘The Class of 9�’ Tee by 
Society Originals

‘Classified’ Belt by O’Neill

‘Nameplate’ Tee by OBEY ‘Garageland’ Belt by OBEY ‘Forest’ Hoodie by Upper Playground ‘LA’ Hoodie by Estevan Oriol

‘Scream’ Tee by OBEY ‘Garageland’ Belt by OBEY [Closeup] ‘The Soul’ Tee by Triple � Soul ‘LA’ Hoodie by Estevan Oriol

‘The Crooks Outfit’ Tee by 
Crooks and Castles

‘Do Rag’ Thermal by OBEY ‘Tattoo Arms’ Tee by OBEY
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‘Notches’ Beanie by DC Shoes

FASHION: ITEM OF THE MONTH

Winter Hats
Your mom always said you’d catch a cold if you didn’t put 
a hat on.  Here’s some options...

‘Octoagram’ Hat by Nixon ‘Falcon’ Headphone Beanie by Nixon ‘Bomber’ Beanie by Vurt

‘Chuck’ Bomber Hat by Dakine ‘Duchess’ Beanie by OBEY ‘Posse in Effect’ Hat by OBEY ‘Julia’ Hat by Fenchurch

‘Buffalo’ Trapper Hat by TOPMAN ‘Camden’ Earflap Hat by Triple 5 Soul ‘Headline’ Beanie by Upper Playground ‘Siberia’ Beanie by Alpine Stars

Frame Visor Beanie by Billabong ‘SouperDuper’ Trucker Hat by OBEY ‘The Keys’ Beanie by OBEY


